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SUMMARY
A non-linear mathematical model of the UH-60A BLACK HAWK helicopter has
been developed under Contract NAS2-I0626. This mathematical model, which
is based on the Sikorsky General Helicopter (Gen Hel) Flight Dynamics
Simulation, provides the Army with an engineering simulation for Performance
and Handling Qualities evaluations. Initially it will be applied in an
analysis mode with eventual application to real time pilot-in-the-loop
simulation. "
:This mathematical model is a total systems definition of the BLACK HAWK
helicopter represented at a uniform level of sophistication considered
necessary for Handling Qualities evaluations. The model is a total force,
large angle representation in six rigid body degrees of freedom. Rotor
blade flapping, lagging and hub rotational degrees of freedom are also
represented. In addition to the basic helicopter modules, supportive
modules have been defined for the landing interface, power unit, ground
effects and gust penetration. Information defining the cockpit environment
relevant to pilot-in-the-loop simulation is presented. This same model was
activated on Sikorsky's DEC PDP KLIO computer to generate check cases for
use during the validation of the simulation at NASA.
Volume I of this report defines the mathematical model using a modular
format. The documentation of each module is self-contained and includes
a description, mathematical definition and input for the BLACK HAWK.
Volume II provides background and descriptive information supportive to
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
This report is Volume I of two volumes, which document the
mathematical model of the UH-60A BLACK HAWK helicopter. This
work was funded under Contract NAS2-I0626 by the U.S. Army
Research and Technology Laboratories (AVRADCOM) Ames Research
Center.
The objective of this contract was to provide the Army and
NASA with a well documented, operational and verified engineering
simulation of the BLACK HAWK helicopter. This work, undertaken
by Sikorsky, provides the Army with a flying qualities analysis
methodology for the BLACK HAWK helicopter which could eventually
be extended to a real time pilot-in-loop simulation. The
mathematical model provided under this contract is a fetal
system, free flight representation based on the Sikorsky
General Helicopter (Gen Hel) Flight Dynamics simulation. It
is defined at a uniform level of sophistication currently
considered appropriate for handling qualities evaluations.
This model is also considered to give representative performance
trends, but should not be used to define critical performance
characteristics. The modular format presented facilitates the
introduction of additional or more sophisticated modules.
Volume I of this report documents the basic BLACK HAWK mathematical
model, and in addition, defines supportive routines developed
by Sikorsky under this contract. These routines include a
landing interface, power unit, ground effects and rotor gust
penetration models. Presented in this volume is an Overview
of the Simulation Model, Section 3, followed by a Description
of the BLACK HAWK helicopter in Section 4. Section 5 contains
the documentation of the Simulation modules. Each of the
module definitions is segregated with its own Table of Contents.
Section 6 contains information defining the BLACK HAWK cockpit
relevant to pi_ot-in-the-loop simulation. "A single copy
Appendix to Volume I, containing extensive program verification
data generated from a similar model on the Sikorsky Simulation
Facility, provides NASA and Sikorsky with the necessary information
for validating the BLACK HAWK helicopter simulation on the
Ames Simulation facility.
Volume II of this report documents,the derivation of the
equations, the assumptions inherent in the model and provides
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3.0 OVERVIEW OF THE SIMULATION MODEL
The mathematical model of BLACK HAWK provided under this
contract is based on the Sikorsky General Helicopter (Gen Hel)
Flight Dynamics Simulation. This model is a generalized,
modularized analytical representation of a total helicopter
system. It normally operates in the time domain and allows
the simulation of any steady or maneuvering flight condition
which can be experienced by a pilot.
The overall structure of the model is presented on figures 3.1
and 3.2 in functional and block diagram format respectively.
The solution in terms of aircraft motion is obtained iteratively
by summing the component forces and moments acting at the
aircraft's center of gravity and subsequently obtaining the
body axes accelerations. Resulting velocities and displacements
then condition the environment for the components on the next
pass through the program. The datum axes system used are a
set of right coordinate body axes with the origin at the
fuselage center of gravity. The X axis points towards the
nose of the aircraft and is para3lel to the center line of the
aircraft. All calculations are related to this axis system.
The final aircraft motion is transferred into earth axes for
simulator, VFR display and instrumentation drives. The mathematical
module defining the equation, of motion are presented in
Section 5.10.
The basic model is a total force, non-linear, large angle
representation in six rigid body degrees of freedom. In
addition, rotor rigid blade flappi!ng, lagging and hub rotational
degrees of freedom are represented. The latter degree of
freedom is coupled to the engine and fuel control. Motion in
the lag degree of freedom is resisted by a non-linear lag
damper model.
The total rotor forces and moments are developed from a combination
of the aerodynamic, mas; and inertia loads acting on each
simulated blade. The rotor aerodynamics are developed using a
blade element approach. The angle of attack and dynamic
pressure on individual blade segments are determined from the
three orthogonal velocity components. These arise as a result
of airframe motion, rotor speed, blade motion and downwash
resulting from the generation of thrust. In the latter case,
which represents the air mass degree of freedom, a uniform
downwash is derived from momentum considerations, passed
through a first order lag, and then distributed first harmonically
as a function of rotor wake skew angle and the aerodynamic hub
moment. Finally, blade geometric pitch is summed with the
inflow angle of attack to obtain the total angle of attack at
the blade segment. The full angle of attack range for blade
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Blade inertia, mass and weight effects _re fully accounted for
and their resulting loads, dependent on blade and aircraft
motion, are.added to the aerodynamic loads for each blade.
This summation gives the shear loads on the blade root hinge
pins. Total rotor forces are obtained by summing all the
blade hinge pin shears with regard to azimuth. Rotor moments
result from the offset of the hinge shears from the center of
the shaft. Blade flapping and lagging motion is determined
from aerodynamic and inertia moments about the hinge pins.
During one pass through the program all segments and all
simulated blades are computed. If because of execution time
considerations the simulated number of blades are not made
equal to the actual number, then they are redistributed in
azimuth accordingly. The mathematical module defining the
rotor is presented in Section 5.1.
The fuselage is defined by six component aerodynamic character-
istics which are loaded from wind tunnel data which have been
extend analytically to large angles. The angle of attack at
the fuselage is developed from the free stream plus interference
effects from the rotor. These interference effects are based
on rotor loading and rotor wake skew angle. Local velocity
effects are not accounted for. The mathematical module defining
the fuselage is presented in Section 5.2.
The aerodynamics of the empennage are treated separately from
the forward airframe. This separate formulation allows good
definition of non-linear tail characteristics that would
otherwise be lost in the simplifications of multivariate total
aircraft maps. With this approach, changes to the empennage
can be made without reloading basic airframe maps. The angles
of attack at the empennage are developed from the free stream
velocity, plus rotor wash and airframe wash. •Dynamic pressure
effects from the airframe are accounted for by factoring the
free stream velocity component. By necessity the wash and
dynamic pressure effects are averaged over the stabilizing
surfaces. The tail rotor is represented by the linearised
closed form Bailey theory solution. Terms in tip speed ratio
greater than _ squared have been eliminated. The airflow
encounted by the tail rotor is developed in the same manner as
the empennage. An empirical blockage factor, due to the
proximity of the vertical tail, is applied to tlmethrust
output. The mathematical modules defining the Empennage and
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The flight control system for BLACK HAWK presented in this
model covers the primary mechanical flight control sytem and
the Automatic Flight Control System (AFCS). The latter incorporates
the Stability Augmentation System (SAS), the Pitch Bias Actuator
(PBA), the Flight Path Stabilization (FPS) and the Stabilator
mechanization. These automatic control functions collectively
enhapce the stability and control characteristics of the BLACK
HAWK. The analytical d_finition of the control system given
in Section 5.5 incorporates the Sensors, shaping networks,
logic switching, authority limits and actuators. Some of
these components have wide band-widths which are beyond the
frequencies normally associated with piloted simulation. They
tfave been included for completeness and accuracy in analytical
evaluations. The model provided represents the control system
in a complete manner except for the FPS. In this case only
the attitude hold and turn features have been defined.
The engine/fuel control model provided with this simualtion is
a linearized representation with coefficients which vary as
Function of engine operating condition. The model adequately
provides for closing the rotor shaft speed loop throughout the
normal operating envelope of the helicopter. However, maneuvers
which result in significant rotor speed excursions may result
in discrepancies in the simulation. This engine module should
not be used for engine performance evaluation. The modular
Formulation does however, facilitates the introduction of a
sophisticated model if necessary at a later time. The interface
of the engine with the rotor module, shown on Figure 3.3, is
via the rotor clutch. This is programmed to disengage the
rotor shaft from the engine if rotor required torque drops
below zero. Under these circumstances, the engine speed
feedback to the fuel control will cause the engine to seek an
operating condition dictated by the control. The clutch will
reengage when the rotor speed drops below power turbine speed.
The engine fuel control equations are presented in Section
5.6.
The landing interface module, Section 5.7, allows for ground
contact. It is a generalized representation consisting of a
landing gear force reaction model complete with all necessary
space/body geometry calculations to track a free helicopter
during a landing onto level ground. The landing gear is
represented by separate non-linear tire and strut dynamic
characteristics. Tire in-ground-plane loads are developed as
a non-linear function of the tire deflection and normal load.
These forces are adjusted depending on the friction criteria
which determines tire skid properties at the ground plane.
The strut is simulated by, an isentropic air spring and velocity
squared damper in parallel. The output loads from the three
landing gears are finally transferred to the center of gravity
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Section 5.8 defines a simplifiea ground effects model. During
the development of this module it was evident that anything
more than a simple model based empirically on distance above
the ground plane, was beyond the scope'of this contract. The
model provided, adjusts the downwash at the rotor (and therefore
rotor loads) as a function of height above the ground plane
and forward speed (in terms of rotor wake skew angle)."
The gust penetration routine documented in Section 5.9 provides
for a gust front passing across the rotor disc from any direction.
Behind the front, gust velocities are varied with distance
from the front. The variation can be prescribed by a choice
of several discrete velocity profiles or a continuous turbulence
form due to Dryden. Each rotor blade element and the aerodynamic
centers of fuselage and tail components may be subjected to
horizontal and vertical gust velocities whose magnitude is a
Function of the geometric distance from the traversing gust
front. Thus penetration or velocity distributional effects
are almost fully accounted for in the rotor simulation and are
adequately dealt with in the fuselage/tail model.
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4.0 Description of the BLACK HAWK Helicopter
The UH-60A _LACK HAWK, shown in the figures 4.1 and 4.2, is a
utility transport helicopter developed by Sikorsky for the Army
under the UTTAS program. This medium-sized helicopter is designed
to carry eleven combat-equipped troops and a crew of three. The
Basic Structural Design Gross Weight is 16,825 Ibs. with a maximum
Alternate Gross Weight of 20,250 pounds. Missions include: Troop
Assault, Aeromedical Evacuatiop, Aerial Recovery and Extended Range
Missions. The BLACK HAWK has a maximum level flight speed in excess
of 150 knots and a diving speed in excess of 170 knots.
The BLACK HAWK has a single main rotor and a canted tail rotor as
shown on the general arrangement drawing, figure 4.3. A list of
physical characteristics is given on Table 4.1. The main rotor
consists of four fully articulated titanium/fiberglass blades which
are retained by a flexible elastomeric bearing in a forged
titanium single piece hub and restrained in plane by a conventional
hydraulic lag damper. The ll.O feet diameter four bladed tail rotor
is a bearing-less cross-beam arrangement with the shaft tilted 20
degrees upwards. Both rotors have an SC I095 aerofoil section. The
aircraft is powered by two General Electric Company, T 700-GE-700
engines mounted on top of the cabin which together provide approximately
2,800 h.p. at normal continuous rating. These engines have Hamilton
Standard hydraulic, and General Electric Company electronic fuel
control components. The drive system consists of main, intermediate,
and tail gear boxes with interconnecting shafts.
The flight control system on the BLACK HAWK is a redundant hydro-
electrical-mechanical system. It includes three two stage main
rotor servos, a Stability Augmentation System (SAS), a .Flight Path
Stability System (FPS), and a triple redundant hydraulic supply. The
horizontal tail rotates from a positive angle of about 40° in hover
up to zero with increasing forward speed.
A summary of the mass properties characteristics is given on Table
4.2. Recommended overall longitudinal center of gravity limits are
given on figure 4.4.
A more comprehensive description of the BLACK HAWK helicopter is
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Flight International, Week Ending 25 February 1978, Article by
Mark Lambert.
U.S. Army UH-60A Helicopter Development Production Program. Prime
Item Development Specification (PIDS) DARCOM-CP-2222-SIOOOD Part I
October 15, 1979.























































































































UH-60A BLACK HAWK RECOMMENDED LONGITUDINAL CENTER OF GRAVITY LIMITS
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Chord 1.75 ft. Root Chord
Airfoil SC I095_ Tip Chord
BladeArea 186.8 ftz Sweep (ZC)
Solidity .0826 4
Tip Sweep 20 Deg. Aspect Ratio
Twist -18 Deg. Airfoil




























































TABLE 4.2. SUMMARY OF MASS PROPERTIES CHARACTERISTICS
SER 70452
CONDITION












WEIGHT STA WL xx
16000.9 358.0 251.0 65550












359.6 234.7 100200 502116 430804 22130
352.5 2_5.1 74633 502044 461813 28076
345.7 248.3 71141 500923 465328 34144
























Body axes to shaft axes transformation
Shaft axes to rotating blade span axes transformation
Definition of Yawed angle of attack
Lag damper kinematic geometry
Main Rotor Equation flow diagram
5.1.2 Module Equations
5.1.3 Module Input/Output Definition
5.1.4 Nomenclature







Blade Section 2D aerodynamic lift characteristics
Blade Section 2D aerodynamic drag characteristics







Blaae Section 2D Aerodynamic Lift Characteristics
Blade Section 2D Aerodynamic Drag Characteristics





























The main rotor model is based on a blade element analysis in
which total rotor forces and moments are developed from a
combination of aerodynamic, mass and inertia loads acting on
each simulated blade. The blade segment set up option defined
for this Black Hawk model is that of equal annuli area swept
by the segment. This technique allows the number of segments
to be minimized and distributes the segments towards the
higher dynamic pressure areas.
The total forces acting on the blade are derived from the
total acceleration and velocity components at the blade together
with control inputs. Accelerations develop from body motion
and blade motion. Velocity components are made up of body
velocities, gust velocities, the rotor's own downwash and
blade motion.
Before calculations at the blade segment can be executed
several axes transformations must be implemented. Initially
body axes angular and translational accelerations and velocities
are transferred to the rotor hub and rotated through the shaft
inclination angles i and i. into rotor shaft axes. These
angles with positive°rotatiBn of i, about the Y_ axis followed
by i_ about the resulting Xs axis _re shown in Figure l.l.l.
The _ody velocities are non-dimensionalized by rotor tip speed
(_r) to conform with usual helicopter analysis practice.
Motion accruing f_om the rotor shaft degree of freedom is
derived from the engine module.
The rotor airmass degree of freedom is primarily based on a
uniform downwash distribution developed from rotor thrust by
application of momentum theory. This uniform downwash, which
is passed through a first order lag, is modified to account
for the changing distribution with forward speed and aerodynamic
pitching and ro_ling moment loading on the rotor. In the
first case the resulting uniform downwash is distributed 1st
harmonically around the azimuth as a cosine function depending
on the inclination of the rotor wake. The desirability of
including this first harmonic distribution, which results in
a uniform downwash at hover and a weighted distribution
towards the aft of the rotor disc at high speed, is discussed
in Reference 1.6.1. Since this effect is really dependent on
the resultant velocity vector a lateral velocity term is also
added. The desirability of adding a harmonic distribution of
downwash depending on aerodynamic rotor moments has not been








The remaining contribution to the velocities at the b_ade
segment is that due to blade motion. Blade flapping and
lagging velocities and angles are obtained by application of a
Fourier prediction technique, rather than direct integration
of acceleration. This approach is derived in Reference 1.6.2.
This method although simple has been shown to be stable and
accurate for the frequencies of concern in helicopter stability
and control evaluations.
The blade segment total velocity components are developed in
three parts. Those independent of segment position, those
dependent on segment position and interference effects made up
of downwash and gust effects. The velocities at t_e blade
segments are obtained by transforming the fixed shaft vectors
into the rotating hub axes system, then transferring to the
blade hinge position, transforming into _lade span axes through
the Euler angles_ (flapping) and _ (lagging) and finally
transferring to the segment position on the blade. These
transformations are illustrated on figure l.l.2. These total
velocity components are subsequently used to calculate the
resultant velncity, local Mach number, yawed angle of attack
and flow yaw angle. It should be noted that the radial component
of velocity is ommitted in calculating the Mach Number which
is used in the aerodynamic map look-up. Reference 1.6.3,
which describes the use of simple sweep theory, indicates that
Mach Number should be based on the unyawed component of flow.
The total local segment angle of attack on the blade is made
up of the blade local pitch angle and the yawed angle of
attack at the segment. The former is made up of the control
impressed pitch (collective erH_, cyclic Ale, B_¢), pitch/flap
coupling (_q), pitch/lag cou_Tghg (_l), p_for_d blade
twist and a dynamic component of blade twist due to torsional
elastic deformation. This emperical dynamic component is
prescribed harmonically based on blade loading. The yawed
angle of attack is complicated by the requirement to resolve
blade pitch into the local stream direction as shown in Figure
l.l.3. The resulting equation assumes the series approximation





The treatment of the blade segment aerodynamic force calculation
is completely non-linear. Lift and drag characteristics are
provided for the range -180_, _ 180. Bivariate maps as a
function of angle of attack and Mach Number are used in the
range -30_=,<. _ +30 allowing good definition of blade stall.
The complete coverage of angle of attack allows good definition
of aerodynamic characteristics on the retreating blade side of
the disc. This is important at high advance ratios. The
blade segment lift coefficient is determined by applying
simple sweep theory to the unyawed blade aerodynamic data.
This is rigorously applied in'the linear lift range where the
entry to the unyawed lift coefficient is transformed by the
cosine of the yaw angle (i.e. O<'TQAN_ = a{vCOS_) and the
entry Mach Number is a function Of _Me unyawed component of
flow. At higher angles of attack some liberties are taken
where sweep theory is not valid. These steps are taken to
aviod discontinuities in blade lift data as the blade proceeds
around the azimuth. Discontinuities can result in an unstable
flapping and lagging solution. The application of sweep
theory to the determination of drag is not well established.
For this model, drag is determined by entering the drag map
data with the actual yawed angle of attack. ((>_'T_A_ =C_/y).
A development of sweep theory can be found in Ref_e 1.6.3.
Sikorsky evaluations of this theory, as applied to rotors, are
documented in Reference 1.6.4. _i,e map entry logic is developed
in the equations. It should be noted that a tip loss factor
is applied to the tip segment. Univariate and bivariate maps
of blade lift and drag coefficients as a function of o_/ TpAM S
and Mach Number are given in Section 5.1.5. The aerodyn_T_
segmental loads are resolved from local wind axes into blade
span axes and summed along each blade to obtain root shears at
the hinge. These forces are subsequently transformed _nto
rotating shaft axes. It should be noted that_ and _ are
Euler angles and order of treatment must be observed. The
aerodynamic moments used in the flapping and lagging motion
equations are calculated at this point in the flow. Also, it
is convenient to develop the aerodynamic feedbacks for the








The blade inplane or laggin_ motion is restrained by a damper
system. In the case of Black Hawk the damper is non-linear
and the kinematics of this system are complicated bv geometry.
A generalized representation is utilized as presented on
Figure l.l.4. Essentially tilerelative positions of the pick-
ups of the damper on the hub and blade are tracked. From
these values an axial velocity is determined. This velocity
is used to enter the map data presented in Section 5.1.5. The
output of this map, which is an axial force, is multiplied by
the instantaneous moment arm to obtain the damper moment about
the hinge. Although flapping restraint equations are included
they will not be activated for Black Hawk.
The contributions to the lagging and flapping motion about the
hinge are the aerodynamic moments, the hinge restraint moments
and the inertia moments. The aerodynamic and hinge restraint
components have been previously discussed. The inertia components
have been explicitly introduced into the flapping and lagging
equations of motion. It should be noted tha_ lagging motion
takes place in an intermediate set of blade span axes because
of the definition of the Euler angles. Also small terms have
been eliminated from these equations. A software provision to
inhibit the lagging degree of freedom has been incorporated.
Before the final shear forces and hub moments can be developed
it is necessary to calculate the inertia shear loading on the
hinge pins. Again small terms have been eliminated. Subsequent
to these calculations the three component total shears at the
hinge are determined and the total rotor forces in fixed shaft
axes at the hub center developed. The rotor hub moments
result from a combination of the shear forces at the hinge
pins and moments from the blade hinge restraint. An arithmetic
manipulation of the equations is introduced on these final
equations which allow the simulated blades to be different
from the actual number. This artifice is intended for use in
piloted simulation where computer execution time is critical.
With the lagging degree of freedom operating, the major portion
of rotor torque is developed through the lag damper. Therefore,
if lagging degree of freedom is selected out, an alternative







The oscillating nature of the rotor forces and moments make it
expedient to filter the outputs under some circumstances. A
simple first order filter is used. The final rotor forces and
moments are obtained by transforming the filtered shaft axes
forces and moments into bodyaxes with the origin at the
center of gravity. These are eventually summed with other
component outputs to g_ve the total external forces and moments
_t the center of gravity.
It i necessary to ma_e provisiQn in these final rotor outputs
for the option of selecting to run with the engine module in
or out. If the engine is selected out, perfect rotor speed
governing is assummed and the shaft torque reaction on the
airframe is assummed equal to rotor require_ torque. If the
engine module is activated then its output torque is introduced
into the airframe.
Finally, the rotor wake skew angle is determined. This is the
angle that the center line of the rotor wake makes with the
rotor shaft. It is the dependent parameter used to establish
the variation of rotor wash on the fuselage, wing and tail.
The sequencing of the program flow in the main rotor is critical
and should follow the equation Flow in Section 5.1.2.
A block diagram of the Main Rotor Module is given on figure
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Number of rotor blades
Weight of _ne blade
Weight of helicopter less blades
Total helicopter c.g. position
C.G. position less rotor blades
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Fuselage station for the main rotor
Waterline station for the main rotor
I Accel. along X-axis
Accel. along Y-axis
Accel along Z-axis
RADS/SEC2 I Angular accel about X-axis
RADS/SEC2 I Angular accel about Y-axis



















Angular rate about X-axis
Angular rate }bout Y-axis











Point gust velocities. For
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5.1.4 (COnt'd)
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Rotor shaft acceleration ratio









Long. first harmonic flapping
Lateral first harmonic flapping
Steady lagging
Long. first harmonic lagging
Lateral first harmonic lagging
Total velocity component at
the rotor •
Longitudinal Glauert inflow factor
Lateral Glauert inflow factor
Aerodynamic component of thrust
Aerodynamic component of pitching
moment
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5.1.4 (Cor,t'd) NOTATION FOR THE MAIN ROTOR MODULE
SYMBOL
USED IN PROGRAM


















UTDMR I UTDMR l/RADS
URDMR1 URDMR 1/ RADS
LAMBMR 1/ RADS



















Gain factors on harmonic inflow
Time factors on harmonic inflow
Uniform component of downwash at
the rotor disk
Cosine component of downwasb
Sine component of downwash
Total components of downwash
in blade span axes
Total normal rotor inflow velocity
Average gust velocity-used with
gust penetration routine.
Total segment interference
velocities in blades span axes
Gust penetration components at the
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Blade segment total velocity
components in blade span
axes.
Total flow component at the
blade segment
Blade segment Mach Number.
Speed of sound
Cosine of segment flow skew angle
Collective blade pitch
Lateral cyclic blade pitch
Longitudinal cyclic blade pitch
Swashplate phase angle
Hinge angle-Pitch/Flap coupling
Hinge angle coefficients -
Pitch/Lag coupling
Geometric blade pitch angle
Resultant force at blade root
Number of blades simulated
Number of segments simulated
Harmonic components of the
blade resultant force
SIKORSKY oAIRCRAFT
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Equivalent blade first torsional mode
Harmonic weighting coefficients
for blade torsional wind-up.
























































Actual blade segment geometric pitch
Blade segment angle of attack
Angle of attack break points
for lift curve.
Transformed angle of attack for map ent_'y
Blade segment lift coefficient
Blade segment drag coefficient
Blade tip lift loss factor
Profile drag correction
Segment aero forces
Blade aero forces - blade span axis
Blade aero forces-shaft rotating axis
5.1-45
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Blade inertial forces-shaft rotating axi.s
Blade total forces-shaft rotating axis
Aero moments about hinge-blade span axis
Aerodynamic component of thrust force
Aerodynamic component of pitching moment
Aerodynamic componentof rolling moment
Input constants defining the
geometry of the lag damper
kinematics
Component displacemnet of lag damper
(relative pick up points)
Axial displacement of lag damper
Axial rate of lag damper
Axial force output from lag damper.
Flapping moment due to flap damper
Flapping moment due to lag damper
Lagging moment due to lag damper
Lagging moment due to flap damper
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LH LHMR FT LB
MH MHMR FT LB




LHB LHBMR FT LB
MHB MHBMR FT LB
QHB QHBM_ FT LB
TFILMR TFILMR SEC




Ist mass moment of blade about
the hinge
Inertia of blade about the hinge
Weight of one blade
Total force component outputs from
the rotor in shaft axes at the hub
i Total moment component outputs
from the rotor in shaft axes at
the hub
Filtered rotor forces and
moments in shaft axes at the hub.
Rotor force and moment filter
time constant
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Rotor forces and moments
axes at the fuselage c.g.
in body
Rotor wake skew angle
Horsepower required by rotor.
Rotor shaft _xes force and moment
coefficients (output only).
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BLACK HAWK MAIN ROTOR BLADE SECTION LIFT COEFFICIENT - AIRFOIL SC I095
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BLACK HAWK MAIN ROTOR BLADE SECTION DRAG COEFFICIENT - AIRFOIL SC I095




MRP TTPE; BIVUVB --
INPUT VRRIRBLE{$].z RFTWMR MRCHMR
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BLACK HAWK MAIN ROTOR BLADE LAG DAMPER FORCE CHARACTERISTICS
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BLACK HAWK MAIN ROTOR. BLADE_LA_G DAMPER FORCE CHARACTERISTICS {Cont'd)
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-_, .8, -2.75, -3.55,



























; '' ROTOR COEF. OF LIFT MAP ""




;PRIMARY (BASIC) MAP NAME
33;LOW. LIM., UP. LIM., DELTA, • ITEMS
;LOW. LIM., UP. LIM:, DELTA
;SECONDARY (HIGH ANGLE) MAP NAME




EXP -_.9675, -1.#, -g.ggS,
EXP -_.g84, -W.988, -_.976,
EXP -8.724, -_.37, -_.19,
EXP -_.19, _.83, #.243,
EXP 8.B9, 1.1_, 1.25,
EXP 8.982B, _.gBBB, E.9884,
EXP .gg7, 1.a, _.g675













EXP -B.gB75, -l.a, -_.g96, -g.992, -R. gBB
EXP -_.984, -8.988, -8.976, -_.972, -I._7
EXP -B.724, _g.37, -g.19, -_.39, -£.45
EXP -_.19, !8._3, _.243, _.4B, g. B7
EXP 8.8g, 1.1_, 1.25, 1.I_, _.98
EXP 8.gB2B, _.9BB6, 8.9884, #.9912, 8.994_
EXP .997, 1.#, _.9675
; MACH NO.-.2
EXP -_.9675, -1.g, -_'g96, -_.992, -_.988
EXP -g.984, -8.gB_, -g.976, -g.972, -1.a7
EXP -g.724, -_.37, -_.19, -_.39, -8.45
EXP -g.19, _._3, #.243, E.46, 8.67
EXP g.89, l.lg, 1.25, l.lg, _.9B
EXP 8.982B, _.9856, E.gB84, _.9912, g.994_
EXP g.997, I.#, g.g67B
; MACH NO.-.3
EXP -_.967B, -l.g, -_.996, -g.992, -_.988
EXP -g.gB4, -_.gBg, -g.976, -_.972, -1._7
EXP -g.724, -#.37, "g.19, -_.39, -g.45
EXP -g.19. g._3, g.243, g.4B, g. B7
EXP g.89, 1.I_, 1.25, 1.1g, 8.98
EXP B.gBZB, E.gBSB, _.9884, 8.9912, _.994
EXP 8.997, 1._, 8.9675
5.1-58
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EXP -_.9675, -1._, -B.955,
EXP -8.9E4., "8.g66, "8.988,
EXP -8.535, -8.24, -8.38,
EXP -8.1S5, 8.85, 8.288,
EXP 8.98, 1.17, 1.13,
EXP 8.9657, 8.g714, 8,977%,
EXP _.9942, 1.8, _.9675
t MACH N0.'.5
EXP "8.9675, -1.8, -8.94,
EXP -8.925, -8.93, -8.935,
EXP -8.525, -8.4, -8.3,
EXP -8.195, 8.85, 8.295,
EXP 8.96, 1.81, 8.g6,
EXP 1.87, 1.86, 1.85,

























EXF -8.9675, -1._, -8.946, -8.942, -8,938
EXP -8.934,. -8.93, -8.926, -8.922, -8.88§
EXP -_.56, -8.E, -8.55, -8.52, -8.47
EXP -8.195o 8.875, 8.34, 8.613, 8.84
EXP 8.915, 8.947, 1.8, 1.854, 1.88
EXP 1.863, 1.853, 1.842, 1.831, 1.82
EXP 1.81, L.8, 8.9675
I MACH NO.=.7
EXP -8.9675, -1.8o -8.944, -8.938, -8.932
EXP -8.926, -8.928, -8.914, _8.988, "8.88
EXP -8.83, -8.78, -8.735, -8.64, -8.59
EXP -8.255, 8.87, 8.395° 8.72, 8.83
EXP 8.877, 8.92, _.923, 8.93, 8.92
EXP 8.895, 8.9, 8°92, 8.94, 8.97
EXP 8.985, 1.8, 8.9675
; MACH NO.-.8
EXP "8.9675, -1.8, "8.93, -8.91, -8.89
EXP -8.87, -_.85, -_.83, -_.81, -8.8_
EXP -8.79, -8.81, -8.75, -8.69, -8.47
EXP -8.25, _.88, 8.35, 8.56, 8.785
EXP 8.818, 8.845, _.845, 8.85, 8.86
EXP 8.88, 8.98, 8.92, 8.94, 8.96
EXP 8.98, 1._, 8.9575
; MACH NO.-.9
EXP -g.9575, -1.g, -_.922, -8.894, -8.866
EXP -8.038, -B.81, -8.782, -8.754, -8.726
EXP -_.698, -_.67, -8,665. -8.66, -_.54
EXP -8,41, -8,18, 8,14, _.39, _.64
EXP 8.765, 8.81, 8.83, _.85, 8.87
EXP 8.885, 8.98S, 8.925, 8.94, 8.96
EXP 8.g8, 1.8, 8,9678
I MACH NO.-1._
EXP -8.967_, -1.#, -8.918, -8.888, -8.854
EXP -8.822, -8.79, -8.7S8, -8.726, -8.694
EXP -_,662, -8.63, -8.62. -#.61, -_.425
EXP "8_24, -8.85, 8.2, 8.45, 8.7
EXP 8.8, 8.85, 8.865, B.88, 8.895
EXP 8.91, 8.925, 8.94, 8.95S, 8.97
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TABLE 1.5.3
BLACK HAWK MAIN ROTOR BLADE SECTION DRAG COEFFICIENT - AIRFOIL SCI095
; *" ROTOR COEF. OF ORAG MAP ="
CDMRMP= BIVUVR#W ;MAP ARGUMENT:LOOK UP ROUTINE
AF_WHR_e(17) ;INPUT VAR]ABLE 81
MACHMRee(A17) ;INPUT VARIABLE _2
CDMRe_(A17) ;OUTPUT VARIASLE
COMRLO ;PRIMARY (BASIC) MAP NAME
EXP -32.8,32.8,Z 8,^033;LOW. LIM., UP. LIM., DELTA, # ITEMS(OCTAL)
EXP 8.8,1.8,.1 ;LOW. LIH., UP. L_H., DELTA
CDMRHI ;SECONDARY (HIGH ANGLE) MAP NAME
EXP -188.8,188,8,2.8 ;LOW. LIM., UP. LIM,, DELTA
CDMRLO:
; PRIMARY MAP: AFYWMR FROM -32 TO 32,DELTA-Z,MACHMR FROM 8 TO 1.
; MACH NO.=.8
EXP #.6975, 8.63, 8.562, 8.488, 8.417
EXP 8.34, _.257, 8.195, 8.12, 8.845
EXP 8._18, 8._12, _.888, 8.E8775, 8.m875
EXP 8.8_75, _.8875_ 8.888, 8._885, _._89
EXP 8.811, 8.817, 8.826, 8.145, 8.23
EXP 8.293, 8.345, 8.4, 8.455, 8.587
EXP 8.56, 8.53, 8.5975
; MACH NO.-.I
EX_ 8.6975, 8.63, 8.562, 8.488, 8.417
EXP 8.34, 8.267_ 8._5, 8.12, 8.8A5
EXP 8.818, 8.812, 8._B, a.88775, 8.8875
EXP 8.8875, 8.8875, 8,8_8_ 8.8885, 8.889
EXP 8.811, 8.817, 8.826, 8.145, 8.23
EXP 8.293, 8.345, 8.4, 8.455, 8.587
EXP 8.56, 8.63, 8.5975
; HACH NO.=.2
EXP 8.6975, _.63, #.562, 8.488, 8.417
EXP 8.34° _.267, 8.195, 8.12° 8.845
EXP 8.818, _.812, 8.888, 8.88775, 8.8875
EXP 8.8875, 8.8875, 8.888, 8.8_85, 8.889
EXP 8.811, 8.817, 8.826, 2.145, 8.23
EXP 8.293, 8.345° 8.a, 8.455, 8.587
EXP 8.55, 8.63, 8.6975
; MACH NO.-.3
EXP 8.6975, 8.63, 8.562, 8.488, 8.417
EXP 8.34, 8.267, 8.195, 8.12, _.845
EXP B.818, 8.812, 8._882, 8.8879, _.8875
EXP 8.8875, B.8875, 8._88, 8.8885, 8.889
EXP 8.811, 8.817, 8.826, 8.145, 8.23
EXP 8.283, 8.345, 8.4, 8.455° 8.587
EXP 8.56° 8.63° 8.6975
; MACH NO.=.4
EXP 8.6975, 8.63, 8.57. 8.51, 8.448
EXP 8.39, 8.33, 8.2fi5, g.298, #.161
EXP 8.822, 8.813, 8.8_9, 8.8885, 8.888
EXP 8._88, 8.888, 8.8882, _.8_85, 8.8_1
EXP 8.81&, 8.82, _.898, 8.169, 8.23
EXP 8.293, 8.345, 8.4, 8.455, 8.587






EXP _.6975° _.63, B.564, _.51, _.465
EXP _.4_8, B.353, B.295, Z.Z4, _.183
EXP g.12, B.B67, _.a21, #.aZ, _.RB8
EXP B.a#75, #._B75, _.a#75, #.ag8, #.#I1
EXP #.gZ5, #._8, _.153, #.212, #.Z5Z
EXP #.315, _.365, B.416, #.45g, #.SZ
EXP g.55g, #.53, #.5975
; MACH NO.-.6
EXP g. Sg75, #.63, #.578, _.525, #.46g
EXP _.415, _.361, _.323, B.285, _.246
EXP B. lgl, _.128, _._7, _.B25, _.B125
EXP _._H85, _._8, _._85, _._II, _._28
EXP _._73, _.t22, _.17g, _.231, _.283
EXP _.328, _.358, _.412, _.467, #.521
EXP _.576, _.63, _.6975
; MACH NO.=.7
EXP #.5975, g,63, _.59, _.545, _.5_4
EXP _.46° _.415, _.373, _.329, _.28_
EXP _.242, #.177, _.113, _._5, _._3
EXP _.125, _.151, _.24, _.28, _.323
EXP #.355, #.498, _.¢51, _.493, _.535
EXP _.578, _.63, #.5975
; MACH NO.-.8
EXP _.6975, _.63, #.593, #.555, #.5Z
EXP _.478, _.44, _.4B3, _.364, _.325
EXP _.2g, #.225, _.15, _.I, _.a55
EXP _.17, _.Z25, _.285, _.324, _.361
EXP _.4, _.435, _.47° _.5_8, _.546























_.63, _.597, _.563_ #.53
_.463o g.43, B.397, #.363
_.aS, _._8, _.12, _.167
_.262, _.322, _.356, _.3g_






























EXP 1.#3, .995, .95,
EXP ,84, ,8, ,7fl,
EXP .54, .6875, .735,
EXP .87875, .9275, .97625,
EXP 1.1225, 1.17125, 1.22,
EXP 1.35625, 1.415, L.46375,
EXP 1.61, l.fi6, 1.71,
EXP 1.8575, t.9#5, 1.g5Z5,
EXP 2.#525, 2.#7875, 2.IB5,
EXP 2.#8625, 2.#8, 2,#55.
EXP 1.98, 1.92875, 1.8775,
EXF 1.7_125, I.fi275, 1.55375,
EXP 1.335, 1.2625, 1.19,
EXP .9725, .9, .8325,
EXP .63, .562, ._S,
EXP .257, .195, .12,
EXP .#12, ,##8, .##775,
EXP .##75, .#_8, .3985,
EXP .#17, .#25, .145,
EXP .345, .4, .455,
EXP .63, .6975, .765,
EXP .g725, I._45, 1.1175,
EXP 1.335, 1.4#75, i._8,
EXP 1.7#125o 1.775, 1.82525,
EXP 1.g$, 2.##5, 2.#3,
EXF 2.#6625, 2.#92S, 2.#9875,
EXP 2.#525, 2.#2fi25, 2.#,
EXP 1._575, 1.81, 1.76,
EXP 1.61, 1.56125, 1.5125,
EXP 1.35625, 1.3175, 1.25875,
EXP 1.1225, _._7375, %._25,
EXP .87875, .83, .7825,
EXP .6&. .68, ,72,
EXP .84, .88, .92,
EXP 1.#3, 1.#65, 1.1,
EXP ,#
; H%GH AHGLE MAP_ AFY_MR FROM -18# TO
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TABLE 1.5.4
















1MAP ARGUMENT:LOOK UP ROUTINE
;INPUT VARIABLE
;OUTPUT VARIABLE
,_OW RANGE MAP NAME
_LOWER LIMIT,UPPER LIMIT,DELTA
;HIGH RANGE MAP NAME
;LO_ER LIMIT,UPPER LIMIT,DELTA
; LOW ANGLE MAP; LD,MR # TO Z._ , DELTA " .1
ZgBB._, 3215,_, 336_'._, 345W._, 3525,_
3S55._; 359_.3, 3615.a, 363_._, 366_._
366_._
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5.2.1.I Fuselage Equation Flow Diagram
5.2.2 Module Equations
5.2.3 Module Input/Output Definit:i_n
5.2.4 Nomenclature













Inplane Component of Rotor Wash on the Fuselage
Downwash Component of Rotor Wash on the Fuselage
Fuselage Drag Coefficient Due to Angle of Attack
Incremental Fuselage Drag Coefficient Due to Sideslip
Fuselage Side Force Coefficient Due to Sideslip
Fuselage Lift Coefficient Due to Angle of Attack
Incremental Fuselage Lift Coefficient Due to Sideslip
Fuselage Rolling Moment Coefficient Due to Sideslip
Fuselage PitchirigMoment Coefficient Due to Angle of Attack
Incremental Fuselage Pitching Moment Due to Sideslip













Inplane Component of Rotor Wash on the Fuselage
Downwash Component of Rotor Wash on the Fuselage
Fuselage Drag Coefficient Due to Angle of Attack
Incremental Fuselage Drag Coefficient Due to Sideslip
Fuselage Side Force Coefficient Due to Sideslip
Fuselage Lift Coefficient Due to Angle of Attack
Incremental Fuselage Lift Coefficient Due to Sideslip
Fuselage Rolling Moment Coefficient Due to Sideslip
Fuselage Pitching Moment Coefficient Due to Angle of Attack
Incremental Fuselage Pitching Moment Due to Sideslip
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5.2 Fuselage Module
5.2.1 Module Description
The effects of rotor wash _ the airframe have been treated in
gross terms. No attempt ha_ been made to determine the local
flow under the rotor disc and apply it to an element analysis
of the fuselage. The implication of the method used is that
any variations in local velocity effects have been ignored.
It is considered that the technique used provides the essential
effects of more interference velocity with increased rotor
load, and varies as the rotor wake deflects rearward with
increased forward speed.
The angles of attack and sideslip are derived from the body
axes components of velocity. These comprise the components of
flight path velocity, gust components and rotor downwash. The
definition of the angles are those used in the wind tunnel.
That is, angle of attack is the geometric angle subtended by
the model relative to tunnel axis at zero yaw angle. It does
not change with yaw angle. Angle of sideslip, equal to minus
yaw, is defined as yaw table angle in the horizontal plane of
the tunnel, irrespective of angle of attack. It should be
noted that these angles are not Euler angles.
The fuselage aerodynamic characteristics are specific to the
Black Hawk helicopter. They are not generalized in any way
and are derived direc:ly from wind _unnel t_sts. The aero-
dynamic coefficients in terms of ft" and ft_, for forces and
moments respectively, are presented as functions of angle of
attack and sideslip in Section 5.2.5. These wind axes forces
and moments are subsequently transformed into body axes at the
fuselage center of gravity. The data obtained from wind
tunnel tests up to post stall condition_ must be extended to
+90° to cover the low speed flight regimes. Near hover, the
_ost important Forces (tail off} are the vertical drag and
side force. These can be estimated fairly accurately.
Because of the d_finiticns of angle of attack and sideslip the
transformation equation _ives invalid body axes forces and







To avoid problems during pilot-in-the-loop simulation, filters
are presented which fade out the transformation and introduce
fixed body axes parameters, estimated specifically for hover
and low speed flight. For open loop anlaysis the longitudinal
degrees-of-freedom are representative. It should be noted
however, that inaccuracies will be encounted in pure side
flight (i.e., rotor side wash on the fuselage does not exist).
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VXIWF VXIWF FT/SEC I
VyIWF VYIWF FT/SEC ]
VZIWF VZIWF FT/SEC
Total velocity components at the
fuselage center of gravity

















Main rotor uniform downwash.
Rotor speed
Rotor radius



















Body axis angle of attack
ABS (ALFWF)
Wing angle of attack
Sideslip angle
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Drag coefficient from angle of
attack
Side force coefficient from
sideslip
Lift coefficient from angle of
attack
Rolling moment coefficient from sideslip
Pitching moment coefficent from
angle of attack
Yawing moment coefficient from
sideslip
Deltat drag coefficient from sideslip
Delta lift coefficient from sideslip
Delta pitching moment coefficient
from sideslip
Total components of aerodynamic
coefficients at the wind tunnel




Fuselage station for the fuselage C.G.
Waterline station for the fuselage C.G.




























































loads in body axes at the C.G.
Fuselage aerodynamic component
loads in body axes at the C.G.
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OF poOR QUALITY OOCU.ENT._0. SER 70452
BLACK HAWK(TAIL OFF IRS OFF)
TABLE 2.5.1







;MAP ARGUMENT:LOOK UR ROUTINE
;INPUT VARIABLE .I, :_PUT VARIABLE 82
;OUTPUT VARIABLE





; LOW ANGI'E MAP CHIPMR 8 TO 188 (DEL'1B) AAIFMR -6,#,6
; AA 1FMR"-6
J_.BB, _'. tB, _.3, B.43, _.55
8.86, JE.79, 8.9, 1._3, _r.55
; AAIFMR-8
EXP 8.;_, J_. 1, 8.21, _r. 32, 8.42
EXP _.54, _.66, _r.B, 8.94, 8.5
; AA i FMR,,6
EXP -_I. 12, J_.B2, B.SB, 8. IB, B.2B
EXP g.,$, J_.53, _.67, =.BZ, g._
B.8
TABLE 2.5.2







;MAP ARGUMENT:LOOK UP ROUTINE
;INPUT VARIABLE #t, INPUT VARIABLE #2
;OUTPUT VARIABLE





; LOW ANGLE MAP CH!PMR B TO 18J_ (DEL"18) AA1FMR -6,#,6
; AA1FMR"-6
t. ! 1, 1.89, 1.88, I._65, 1.35




1.12, 1.12, 1.12, I.I2, 1.12





1.15, 1.15, 1.15, 1.15, 1.16







BLACK HA_K (TAIL OFF INS OFF)
TABLE 2.5.3















IMAP ARGUMENT:LOOK UP ROUTINE
;INPUT VARIABLE
;OUTPUT VARIABLE
;LOW ANGLE MAP NAME
;LOWER LIMIT,UPPER LIMIT,DELTA-LOW ANGLE
;HIGH ANGLE MAP NAME
;_OWER LIMIT,UPPER LIMIT,DELTA-HIGH ANGLE
; LOW ANGLE MAP: ALFWF -3# TO 3_ , DELTA-5
45.a8, 37.58, 31.58, 27.48, 25._§
23.58, 23.58, 25.#8, 27.58, 31.28
36.58, 43.H8, 51.#8
; HIGH ANGLE MAP: ALFWF "9# TO 9H , OELTA'I#
15#.#, 145.#, 133.#, 114.#, B8.#
61.#, 45.#8, 31.58, 25.#6, 23.58
27.58, 36.58, 51._8, 66._, 84.S
Ii#.#, 132.#, 145.#, 15#.J
TABLE 2.5.4








; LOW ANGLE MAP: PSI(ABS} I TO 3#, 0ELTA'B
0DQFLO: EXP _.g, I.#, 4.#, g.a,
EXP 2B.#, 3a.S
; HIGH ANGLE MAP: P$I(AB$) 3# TO 9g, DELTA-I#
ODQFHI: EXP 38.5, 76.5, 113.5, 141.5,
EXP 159.5, 17_.5
IMAP ARGUMENT:LOOK UP ROUTINE
;INPUT VARIABLE
;OUTPUT VARIABLE
;LOW ANGLE MAP NAME
;LOWER LIMIT,UPPER LIMIT,0ELTA-LOW ANGLE
;HIGH ANGLE MAP NAME
















;MAP ARGUMEMT:LOOK UP ROUT%NE
;INPUT VARIABLE
;OUTPUT VARIABLE
;LOW ANGLE MAP NAME
;LOVER LIMIT,UPPER LIMIT,DELTA-LOW ANGLE
;HIGH ANGLE MAP NAME
;LOWER LIMIT,UPPER LIMIT,DELTA-HGIH ANGLE
; LOW ANGLE MAP: PSZWF # TO 3#, BELTA_5 Y(PSI)'-Y('P$%)
8.B, 11.8, 23._, 35.#, 58._
65.#, 72.#
! HIGH ANGLE MAP: PSIWF 3# TO 9g, ¢ELTA-I# Y(PS%)'-Y(-PSZ)









BLACK HAWK(TAIL OFF IRS OFF)
TABLE 2.5.6






;MAP ARGUMENT:LOOK UP ROUTINE
_INPUT VARIABLE
_OUTPUT VARIABLE
;LOW ANGLE MAP NAME
;LOWER.LIMIT,UPPER LIMIT,DELTA-LOW ANGLE
;HIGH ANGLE MAP NAME




; LOW _NGLE MAP= ALFWF -3#'TO 3# , 0ELTA-5
-Tg._, -52._, -35.#, -25.a, -13.m






; HIGH ANGLE MAP: ALFVF -9_ TO 9_ , DELTA=I_
-Z4._, -54._, -72.a, -81._, -8B.J
-83.a, -7B.g, -35._, -13._, I.#
S_._, _8._, 39._, 22.d
TABLE 2.5.7





IMAP AR_UMENT:LOOV UP ROUTINE
;INPUT VARIABLE
;OUTPUT VARIABLE
ILOW ANGLE MAP NAME




; LOW ANGLE MAP: PSIWF -3_ TO 3_, 0ELTA-5
3#._, 2_._, 12.#, ?._, 3._
2.B, _.B, 2.B, 5._, 1#._
15._, 22._, 3_._
TABLE 2.5.8






;MAP ARGUMENI:LOOK UP ROUTINE
;INPUT VARIABLE
;OUTPUT VARIABLE
;LOW ANGLE MAP NAME
;LOWER LIMIT,UPPER LIMIT,DELTA-LOW ANGLE
;flIGH ANGLE MAP NAME
;_OWER LIMIT,UPPER LIMIT,DELTA-NGIH ANGLE
RQFLO; EXP
EXP
; LOW ANGLE MAP: PSIWF g TO 3_, 0ELTA=5 R(P$I)=-R(-PSI)












BLACK HAWK_TAIL OFF IRS OFF)
TABLE 2.5.9







;MAP ARGUMENT:LOOK UP ROUTINE
;INPUT VARIABLE
;OUTPUT VARIABLE
;LOW ANGLE MAP NAME"
;LOWER LIMIT,UPPER LIMIT,DELTA-LOW ANGLE
;HIGH ANGLE MAP NAME




; LOW ANGLE MAP: ALFWF -31 TO 3_ , DELTA-E






; HIGH ANGLE MAP= ALFWP -g_ TO gB , DELTA'%_
_7B_._, -74_._, "S3_._, -3BB._, : -9_.#
1_._, 4Bg.8, 75_.8, 818.8, 825._
7_._, 55_.8, 47_._, 2_B.8
TABLE 2.5.l0
INCREMENTAL FUSELAGE PITCHING MOMENT DUE TO SIDESLIP
; *" BLACK HAWK FUSELAGE gEL PITCH MOM VS PSIWF(ABS)
OMQFMP::UVR*_ ;MAP ARGUMENT:LOOK UP ROUTINE
PSABWF_* ;INPUT VARIABLE
DHOF#* ;OUTPUT VARIABLE
DMOFLO ;LOW RANGE MAP NAME
EXP _.3,3_._,5._ ;LOWER LIMIT,UPPER LIMIT,DELTA-LOW ANGLE MAP
; LOW ANGLE MAP: PSI(ASS) _ TO 3_, DELTA-§
EXP 138._, 18_._
TABLE 2.5.11














;MAP ARGUMENT:LOOK UP RQUTINE
;INPUT VARIABLE
;OUTPUT VARIABLE
;LOW ANGLE MAP NAME
;LOWER LIMIT,UPPER LIMIT,DELTA-LOW ANGLE
;HIGH ANGLE MAP NAME
;LOWER LIMIT,UPPER LIMIT,DELTA-HIGH ANGLE"
; LOW ANGLE MAP: PSIWF-3B TO 3_, DELTA"S
-14B.#, -19_._', -24_._J, -22_J._,
24J_._, IgJJ._J, 14_.J_
; HIGH ANGLE MAP." PSIWF -g_ TO gB, DELTA-I_
44B.8, 392.8o 332.#, 259.J_, lS_.#
48'.8, -14B.2', -248._J, - 18_J.2', 8.2'
IgB._, 24_.J_, I4J_._, 59._, -3_.J_
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DOWNWASH FROM THE MAIN ROTOR ONTO THE FUSELAGE
MRP NRME: EZWFMP
MRP TTPE: BIV











•_lxm' ,b.oo ,b._ -'T
FIGURE 2.5.2
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FUSELAGE DRAG COEFFICIENT DUE TO ANGLE OF ATTACK
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FUSELAGE DRAG COEFFICIENTDUE TO ANGLE OF ATTACK (cont'd)







INCREMENTAL FUSELAGE D_G COEFFICIENT DUE TO SIDESLIP





















INCREMENTAL FUSELAGE DRAG COEFFICIENT DUE TO SIDESLIP (Cont'd)
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FUSELAGE SIDEFORCE COEFFICIENT DUE TO SIDESLIP


















FUSELAGE SIDEFORCE COEFFICIENT DUE TO SIDESLIP (cont'd)
@LA_MAHK- NASASTU0¥ 23-S_P-SQ _QFMP _2/2)
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OF POOR QUALITY SER 70452
FUSELAGE LIFT COEFFICIENT DUE TO ANGLE OF ATTACK
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FUSELAGE LIFT COEFFICIENT DUE TO ANGLE OF ATTACK (Cont'd)








INCREMENTAL FUSELAGE LIFT COEFFICIENT DUE TC SIDESLIP
MRP NRME= OLOFMP
M_P TTPE= UVR
INPUT VRRIRBLEI$1= • PSIWF
OUTPUT VRRIRBLE; OLQF
PRIMRRT MRP=
















FUSELAGE ROLLING MOMENT COEFFICIENT DUE TO SIDESLIP
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FUSELAGE ROLLING MOMENT COEFFICIENT DUE TO SIDESLIP (Con='d)








FUSELAGE PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT DUE TO ANGLE OF ATTACK
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FUSELAGE PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIE_T DUE TO ANGLE OF ATTACK (Cont'd)
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FUSELAGE YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT DUE TO SIDESLIP
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FUSELAGE YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT DUE TO SIDESLIP (Cont'd)
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Empennage Equatlon Flow DIagram
5.3.2 Module Equations
5.3.3 Module Input/Output Definition
5.3.4 Nomenclature












Main Rotor Inplane.Wash.at the Horizontal Tail
Main Rotor Downwash .at.the Horizontal Tail
Dynamic.Pressure.Loss.at.tbe. Horlzontal.Tail
Fuselage Downwash.at.tbe.Horlzontal Tail
Horizontal Tail Li?e Coefficient Due to Angle of Attack
Horizontal Tail Qrag Coefficient Due to Angle of Attack
Dynamic Pressure Loss at the Vertical Tail
Fuselage Sidewash at the Vertical Tall
Vertical Tail Lift Coefficient Due to Sideslip












Main Rotor !nplane Wash at the Horizontal Tail
Main Rotor Downwash at the Horizontal Tall
Dynamic Pressure Loss at the Horizontal Tall
Fuselage Downwash at the Horizontal Tail
Horizontal Tail Lift Coefficient Due to Angle of Attack
Horizontal Tall Drag Coefficient Due to Angle of Attack
Dynamic Pressure Loss at the Vertical Tail
Fuselage 5tdewash at the Vertical Tail
Vertical Tail Lift Coefficient Due to Sideslip








































This module calculates the aerodyanmic forces on the horizontal
and vertical tail surfaces resulting from the local ;irflow.
The velocities are derived at, and the aerodynamic forces
assummed to act at, the panel center of pressure. Aerodynamic
forces are developed in the local flow wind axes system and
subsequently transferred to the body axes system at the fuselage
CG as defined on Figure 3.1.1. The overall module equatian
flow is shown in,block diagram form on Figure 3.1.2.
The tail can experience aerodynamic interference effects from
many sources. Components of flow from the main rotor and
fuselage are define at present in this module. However, the
equations are formulated to allow easy insertion of other
components. Three components of rotor wash are developed as
a function of rotor wake skew angle and blade longitudinal
flapping. Tail dynamic pressure blockage and downwash from
the forebody are developed as a function of angle of attack
and sideslip. Small downwash/sidewash angles are assumed and
the velocity delayed to account for the time taken by the
airflow to reach the tail.
The total velocity components for the tail are made up of
contributions from the basic body axes translational and
angular velocities, gust effects, rotor wash, fuselage downw_sh
and sidewash. Dynamic pressure loss is introduced by factoring
the components of the free stream flow. The actual total
dynamic pressure at the tail is calculated from the resultant
velocity vector. This allows a more representative definition
of dynamic pressure at low speeds where downwash fro:,the
rotor predominates the flow at the tail. The lift and drag
forces at the tail are obtained from isolated tail data and
are a function of tail total angle of attack. In the case of
the vertical tail, angle of attack has the same connotation as
sideslip. The lift an_ drag forces in local wind axes are
resolved into body axes at the tail. (Moments from the tail
about its own axis are not accounted for.) Finally, the
component forces at the empennage are transferred to the CG
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FHT 1 KH FT
WLH I WLHI INS
WLCGb WLCGB INS
WHT I KH+I FT








































Fuselage station for horizontal
tail C.P.
Fuselage station for CG
Waterline station for horizontal
tail C.P.
Waterline station for CG
Buttline station for Horizontal
tail C.P.
Buttline station for CG
Rotor wash factors









Horizontal tail _ynamic pressure
ratio


















































H I BETH1 DEG
Downwash angle
Fuselage X axis velocity
Fuse/Tail downwash velocity
Horizontal tail total interference
velocity
Body axes angular rates.
Total velocity at the horizontal
tail.




Dynamic pressure at the
horizontal tail
Body axis angle of attack
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Total velocity at the vertical
tail.
Gust velocity at the vertical
tail.
Inteference velocity at the
vertical tail.
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CLH I CLHI NO










LHI LHI FT LB
MHI MHI F'TLB
NHI NHI F-rLB
Horizontal tail forces and
moments
FSVI FSVTI INS
FVT I KV FT
WLVI WLVT1 INS
BLV I BLVT1 INS
BVT I KV+2 FT.
EKXV 1 EKXV 1 -
EKYVl EKYVI -
EKZVI EKZV I -
Fuselage Station for the vertical
tail C.P.
Waterline Station for the vertical
tail C.P.
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Dynamic pressure ratio, ratio
SQRT (dynamic pressure ratio)
Coef of lift
Coef of drag
Vertical ta<l forces and moments
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;MAP ARGUMENT=LOOK UP ROUTINE
;INPUT VARIABLE Wl, INPUT VARIABLE _2
;OUTPUT VARIABLE
;LOW ANGLE MAP NAME
;LOW LIM,UPPER LIM,DE!.TA,_ENTRY${OCT)-CHIPMR
;LOW LZM,UPPER LIM,DELTA-AA1FMR





-B.2, #.BB, _.3_ #.54
1._4, 1.3, 1.55, ,8".8
; AA 1FMR,,_r
EXP -_. _,, -_r. 6 , -_.2. B. 12, _.36
EXP _.6, _,83, I .B6, t ,3, _.66
_,_
; AA1FMR,,6
EXP -g. B6, -_r. B, -_. 74, -_. 32, #.,_4
EXP a.32, _.6, _r. 8B, ];, IZ, ,f_. 5,t
#.#
TABLE 3.5.2





;MAP ARGUMENT=LOOK UP ROUTINE
CHIPMR#_,AAIFMR#_ ;INPUT VARIABLE _I, INPUT VARIABLE #Z
EKZHI#_ ;OUTPUT VARIABLE
EZH1LO ;LOW ANGLE MAP NAME
_._,1_._,1_._,13 ;LOW LIM,UPPER LIM,DELTA,#ENTRY$(OCT)-CHIPMR
-6._,B._,6._ ;LOW LI_,UPPER LIM,DELTA.-AA1FMR













#.S, 1.8, 1.82, 1.86
1.91, 1.94, 1.69, 1.42
B.94, 1.84, l._l_ 1.g8
2.ae, 2.14, 1.B9, 1.62
1.36, 1.91, 1.98, 2.#6









DYNAMIC PRESSURE LOSS AT THE HORIZONTAL.TAIL
ALFWF## ;INPUT VARIABLE
QHtQWF## ;OUTPUT VARIABLE
GH1LO tLOW ANGLE MAP NAME
EXP -3_.8o3_,2,5o_ ;LOWER LLMIT, UPPER LIMIT, DELTA
; LOW ANGLE HAP ALFHHI -32 TO 32 DELTA-B
QHILQt EXP t,_° t.8, 8.95, 8,75, B,78
EXP 8.76, a._3, 8.76, 2.76, 8.82
EXP _.91, l.a, i._
SER 70452.
TABLE 3.5.4










;MAP ARGUMENT:LOOK UP ROUTINE
;INPUT VARIABLE
;OUTPUT VARIABLE
;LOW ANGLE MAP NAME
;LOWER LIMIT,UPPER LIMIT,DELTA-LOW ANGLE
;HIGH ANGLE MAP NAME
tLOWER LIMIT,UPPER LIMIT,DELTA-H%GH ANGLE
! LOW ANGLE MAP ALFHH1 -3_ TO 3_ DELTA=5
£XP 1.8, Z.4, t.l, 8.B, 8,55
EXF 8.5, =.4S, 8.4, 8.38, #.33
EXP 8.19, -_.12, -8.4
t HIGH ANGLE MAP ALFHHI -92 TO 92 DELTA-t2
EXP 8.#, B.25, 8.7, 1.2, 1.6
EXP 1.9, 1.8, 1.1, 8.55, 8,4S
EXP _,38o B.19, -8.4, -_.7, -#,75
EXP -_.85, -_,'45, -8,_5, 8.8
TABLE 3.5.5









,ASPECT RATIO-4,6 °2214 AIRFOIL
;MAP ARGUMENT:LOOK UP ROUTINE
;INPUT VARIABLE
;OUTPUT VARIABLE
_LOW ANGLE MAP NAME
_LOWER LIMIT,UPPER LIMIT,DELTA-LOW ANGLE
;HIGH ANGLE MAP NAME
;LOWER LIMIT,UPPER LIMIT,DELTA-HIGH ANGLE
CLH1LO=
; LOW ANGLE MAP ALFHHt # TO 3_,DELTA=S CL(ALF)--CL(-ALF)
EXP 8.8, _.356° 8.7%, 1,83, _.9S
EXP 8.795, 8.745
CLHIHI:
HIGH ANGLE MAP ALFHH1 3_ TO 9_,DELTA-I_ CL(ALF)--CL{-ALF)


















HORIZONTAL TAiL DRAG COEFFICIENT DUE TO ANGLE OF ATTACK
CDHIMP_:UVEUVR*_ ..... ;MAP' ARGUMiE_T':LOOK UP ROUTINE
AFAHHI#e ;INPUT VARIABLE
CDHI## ;OUTPUT VARIABLE
CDH1LO ;LOW ANGLE MAP NAME
#,a,3_,a,5,_ ;LOWER LIMIT,UPPER LIMIT,DELTA
CDHIHI ;HIGH ANGLE MAP NAME
3_._,9B._,lB.# ;LOWER LIMIT,UPPER LIMIT,DELTA
; LOW ANGLE MAP ALFHHI _ TO 3_,DELTA-5 CD(ALF)-CD(-ALF)
• ._I, _._ZZ, _._4, _.19,- _.3E
_.37, _.43
; HIGH ANGLE MAP ALFHH1 3_ TO 9B,0ELTA'IW CD(ALF)'CD(-ALF)
_.43, _.S3I, B.7B2, #.88B, i._5
1.151, 1.2
TABLE 3.5.7






;MAP ARGIIMENT:LOOK UP ROUTINE
;INPUT VARIABLE
;OUTPUT VARIABLE
;LOW AHGLE MAP NAME
;LOWER LIMIT, UPPER LIMIT, DELTA, NO OF ENTRY$(PSABWF)
EXP
EXP
i LOW ANGLE MAP PSI(ABS.) 8 TO 3B DELTA-5
• .B2, _.B4, _.BB,
• .88, 1._
TABLE 3.5.8











;LOW ANGLE MAP NAME
;LOWER LIMIT, UPPER LIMIT, DEL_A-LOW ANGLE
;HIGH ANGLE MAP NAME
;LOWER LIMIT, UPPER LIMIT, DELTA-HIGH ANGLE
; LOW ANGLE MAP PSIWF _. TO 3B DELTA-5
EXP _._, -_.4, -_.6, _.8, 1.4
EXP _._, _.2
; H1GH ANGLE MAP P$IWF 8 TO 9_ DELTA-3_
EXP _._, _.2, _._, _,_
Zl IEV. G
,.oi
SIKORSKYAIR- , AFT OF POOP QUALITY DOCUMENT NO, SER 70452
TABLE 3.5.9









,ASPECT RATIO =1.gZ ,8821 MOO AIRFOIL
;MAP ARGUMENT=LOOK UP ROUTINE
;INPUT VARIABLE
;OUTPUT VARIABLE
;LOW ANGLE MAP NAME
;LOWER LIMIT,UPPER LIMIT,DELTA-LOW ANGLE
;HIGH ANGLE MAP NAME
;LOWER LIMIT,UPPER LIMIT,DELTA-HIGH ANGLE
; LOW ANGLE MAP BETVV1 -38 TO 38,DELTA=5
CLV1LB:EXP -1.88, -1.88, -8.9_,' -8.73, -8. B
o
EXP -8.29, -8.86, 8.16, 8.38, 8.61





; HIGH AN_LE MAP BETVVI -98 TO 98,DELTA=IS
-8.8, -B.12, -8.ZB, -g.48, -8.66
-8.88, -1.88, -8.93, -_.5, -m._6
8.38, _.82, 8.89, _.8, 8.53
8.48, 8.32, 8.17, 8.8
TABLE 3.5.10













;MAP ARGUMENT:LOOK UP ROUTINE
;INPUT VARIABLE
;OUTPUT VARIABLE
;LOW ANGLE MAP NAME
;LOWER LIMIT,UPPER LIMIT,DELTA-LOW ANGLE
;HIGH ANGLE MAP NAME
;LOWER LIMIT,UPPER LIMI_,OELTA-HIGH ANGLE
; LOW ANGLE MAP BETVVI -38 TO 38,DELTA-5
EXP 8.38, #.255, 8.174, 8.118, 8._BB
EXP g.833, 8.818, 8.821, 8.844, 8.892
EXP 8.152, 8.248, 8.355
HIGH ANGLE MAP BETVV_ -98 TO 98,DELTA-5
EXP 1.I, 1.BZ5, 8.965, 8.875, 8.745
EXP 8.575, 8.35, 8.174, 8.866, 8.8_
EXP 8.a44, 8.152, 8.355, 8.BB, 8.75




OF POOR QL:':_; "7Y', Document No. SER 70452
MAIN ROTOR INPLANE WASH AT THE H0_IZONTAL TAIL
MRP NRME: EXHiMP
MRP TTPE: BIY
INPUT VRRIRBLEI$): CHIPMR RRIFMR
aUTPUT VRRIRBLE: EKXHI
PRIMflRT .MRP:
O.OQ -,,.-- ,,,_m -8.00
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OF P,OGR QUALITY Document No. SER 70452
FUSELAGE DOWNWASHAT THE HORIZONTAL TAIL
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...... FUSELAGE DOWNW.ASH AT THE HORIZONTAL TAIL (Cont'd)
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HORIZONTAL TAIL LIFT COEFFICIENT DDE TO ANGLE OF ATTACK
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HORIZONTAL TAIL LIFT COEFFICIENT DUE TO ANGLE OF ATTACK (Cont'd)
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HORIZONTAL I'AIL DRAG COEFFICIENT DUE TO ANGLE OF ATTACK
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HORIZONTAL TAIL DRAG COEFFICIENT DUE TO ANGLE OF ATTACK (Cont'd)





























OF pOOR QUALITY Document No. SER 70452
FUSELAGE SIDEWASH AT THE VERTICAL TAIL
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FUSELAGE SIDEWASH AT THE VERTICAL TAIL (Cont'd)
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VERTICAL TAIL LIFT COEFFICIENT DUE TO SIDESLIP
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VERTICAL TAIL LIFT COEFFICIENT DUE TO SIDESLIP (Cont'd)
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VERTICAL TAIL DRAG COEFFICIENT DUE TO SIDESLIP
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VERTICAL TAIL DRAG COEFFICIENT DUE TO SIDESLIP (Cont'd)
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Tail Rotor Module
Module Description
This module calculates the forces and moments at the center of
gravity which are generated by a canted tail rotor. This
rotor is represented basically by a simplified, closed form,
Bailey Solution as developed in Reference 4.6.1. All terms in
tip speed ratio ¢/_) greater than squared have been eliminated.
In orde_ to obtain the actual tail rotor collective pitch
value, (BTo) , the Bailey equatio,s have been modified to
account f6_ _ 3 (pitch-flap coupling). This reduces the blade
pitch which is impressed by the control system.
The airflow impinging on the tail rotor is developed from the
free stream, rotor wash and fuselage sidewash, together with
body angular rate effects. The total components of velocity
are resolved th?ough the cant angle into the tail rotor shaft
axes system.
The Bailey theory equation is normally presented as the
thrust coefficient in terms of the 't' coefficients. It
should be noted ti_atthe equations have been manipulated to
obtain an expre_sio_l for downwash. This was found to be
necessary to obtair,an unconditionally stable solution. It is
important that program flow follows the equation flow for a
stable tail rotor solution (Figure 4.l.l).
A blockage factor KTpn., is applied to the final thrust output
to account for the _mity of the vertical tail. This
correction is empirical and based on flight test data of other
helicopters.
This simplified tail rotor model only calculates thrust. No
account of H force is included in the final tail rotor force
outputs. The tail rotor thrust is finally resolved into force
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Fuselage station for tail rotor
Fuselage station for CG
Tail rotor longitudinal arm
Waterline station for tail rotor
Waterline station for CG
Tail rotor vertical arm
Buttline station for tail rotor
Buttline station for the CG
Tail rotor lateral arm
Rotor Wake Skew Ang .
Longitudinal main rotor flapping
Uniform downwash at the main rotor
Trimmed rotor speed
Main rotor radius
Main rotor wash factors
Main rotor wash at the tail rotor
Fuselage angle of attack
Fuselage yaw attitude
Dynamic Pressure ratio at the
tail rotor
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Total interference velocities at
the tail rotor
Body axes gust velocities
Body axes angular rates
Total velocities a¢ the tail rotor
in body axes.
Total velocities at the tail rotor
in shaft axes.
Tail rotor cant angle
Tail rotor trim speed
Tail rotor radius
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Blade tip loss factor
Constant
Blade section lift curve Slope (2D)
Actual number of bladws on the
tail rotor
Blade Chord for the Tail rotor
Tail rotor commanded blade pitch
Tail Rotor Thrust
Rate of change of coning with
thrust
Flapping hinge offset angle
Blade pitch correction to linear twist
Actual Blade pitch




Tail rotor blockage from vertical tail
Airspeed breakpoint for blockage factor
Tail rotor drag
Air density
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NOTATION FOR THE TAIL ROTOR MODULE
PROGRAM
MNEMONIC UNITS
LTR LTR FT LB
_rR M_R FT LB
NTR NTR FT LB
VKT VKT KNOTS
DESCRIPTION
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FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM MODULE
Flight Control Simulation Module Description
The simulation of the flight control system is presented entirely in
terms of block diagrams indicating the transfer function between
signals. The Background information presented in Section 3.5 of
Volume II complements this description of the _ontrol system
simulation. An cverview of the control system simulation nomenclature,
for the various elements, is presented on Figure 5.1.1. The block
diagrams, subsequently presented, are aligned with the flow of this
figure. It will be noted_n studying this section, that the bandwidth
of some control system components is wide. This leads to time
constants of some of the transfer functions being small. For completeness
these components have been retained in the model, thus _aking it necessary
to provide a test for cycle time in the corresponding algorithms to ensure
unity gain if cycle time is large relative to the function's time
coRstant.
(a) Sensors - The transfer functions far the sensors are presented
in Figure 5.1.2.
(b) Stability Augmentation System (SAS) - The simulation definitions
for pitch, roll and yaw SAS channels are shown on Figures 5.1.3
(a), (b), and (c) respectively. Each figure incorporates the
representatior, of the digital and analog SAS channels. In
general, the helicopter motion sensed by the gyroscopes is
passed through signal conditioning filters before being shaped
by the SAS _etworRs. The signal is then processed through a
washout, if required, and the 2:1 gain change switch. The
switch definition is - ON/ON, both channels working at gain
1.0, 0N/OFF, digital channel only working at gain 2.0, OFF/ON,
analog channel only working at gain 2.0. Finally, the signal
is restricted in amplitude by a 5% authority limit. In the
case of the digital channel, the signal is passed through
zero order hold to account for update delays. A switch in the
yaw channel inhibits the lagged rate term at speeds above
60 knots and introduces lagged lateral acceleration for aid in
turn coordination.
(c)
The following logic applies for all cor_trol system channels:
In the IC Mode: I. Outputs of all synchronizers are zero.
2. Outputs of all integrators are zero Or
have defined initial values.
.In the Compute Mode: The logic is defined on the block diagrams.
Pitch Bias Actuator (PBA) - The PBA representation is presented
on Figure 5.1.4_ The input signals are derived as indicated.
It should be noted that the pitch rate signal is picked off
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(d)
(e)
downstream of the signal conditioning. The three input signals
are limited, passe(1 through a gain and summed to obtain the
signal output to the PBA actuator. The actuator travel is
restricted by a + 3%/see rate limit and a _ 15% authority
limit. Because t-hePBA algorithm is computed by the digital
computer, the simulation includes a zero order hold.
Flight Path Stabilization (FPS) - The simulation representation
ot_'the pitch, roll, and'yaw Flight Path Stabilization channels
are presented on Figures 5.1.5 (a), (b) and (c) respectively.
The synchronization elements in the model must track during
the simulation trimming phase and in the IC mode. During the
compute mode, they must track with the_ FPS off. The FFS shaping
networks are relatively straightforward, however, a degree of
complication is introduced by the automatic turn coordination
capability. On the helicopter the turn switch is enabled by
several channels of complex logic. For this simulation it is
recommended that the switch be enabled by one path only.
FPS ON, VXBIKT>60 kts, plus trim release
pressed, plus _b>2O
Exit is by feet on the pedals and trim release pressed. For
analysis purposes the turn switch can be enabled as required.
Since the FPS is computed in the digital computer, the final
output to the trim actuator is passed through a zero order
hold. The trim actuator has 100% authority within certain
control force constraints and is rate limited at 10%/sec.
Mechanical Control System - In addition to its function as a
mixing unit for control coupling, this area in the simulation
is used to bring together the various elements of the control
system computed upstream. The representations of the four
primary controls, main rotor collective blade pitch, lateral
cyclic blade pitch, longitudinal cyclic blade pitch and tail
rotor collective pitch are shown on Figures 5.1.6 (a), (_),
(c) and (d) respectively. The longitudinal cyclic pitch
channel will be used for purposes of discussion. The outputs
from the digital and analog SAS channels are summed and
processed through the SAS actuator dynamics, resultinQ in
actuator travel in inches (XBILS) This is summed with the
PBA (XBBAS), the FPS (XBOLS) and "the pilot control stick input
(XB+2). The trimming algorithm input (XB+I) is added in the
simulation at this point for cases where trim is accomplished
using the control sticks. The resultant linkage motion _s
converted into equivalent degrees of longitudinal cyclic before
being summed with coupled motion fro,_ other controls in the
mixing unit. The output from the mixing unit BISMIX is
modified by the primary servo dynamics giving the final
longitudinal cyclic impressed on the main rotor. Additional
inputs are added at this point for use in analysis. Travel




(f) Stabilator - The representation of the analog network
controlling the stabilator is presented on figure 5. 1.7,
The network provides for the feedback of velocity,
collective stick, lateral acceleration and pitch rate
scheduled as a function of forward speed. The output
from the network is passed through the dynamics of the
limited rate tail servo. For the simulation provision








OVERVIEW OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM SIMULATION
I INNER i _ IT.,(,LOOP
BISIL XBIL XBILS
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ENGINE/FUEL CONTROL MODULE
Module Description
This engine/fuel control model is basically a linearized represen-
tation with coefficients which vary as a function of engine operating
condition. This model adequately provides for closing the rotor shaft
speed loop throughout the normal operating envelope of the helicopter.
However, maneuvers which result in significant rotor speed excursion_
may result in discrepancies in the simulation. All the usual restric-
tions and assumptions of linear simulation are applicable and should
be observed. In an analysis mode deviations from trim are not large,
but for pilot-in-the-loop operation some means of continuously
synchronizing the steady state engine torque must be developed. This
engine module should not be used for engine performance evaluation.
The elements of the model are shown on the simplified block diagram
of Figure 6.1.1. They comprise the control interface with Gen. Hel.,
fuel control, gas turbine, power turbine, and rotor shaft speed
degree-of-freedom interface with the Gen. Hel. rotor. This model
which derives total S.H.P. at the rotor shaft by appropriately
factoring the output from one engine is applicable for evaluations
in the governed range. A transmission clutch is represented allowing
disconnect of the rotor drive at zero torque required by the rotor.
This allows autorotations and recoveries to be executed.
Initialization of the engine/fuel control module is accomplished by
using the steady state engine performance required to trim the
helicopter simulation in free flight.
A basic background to the complete T.700 engine/fuel control system
i_ given in references 6.6.1 _nd 6.6.2. A detailed block diagram of
the simulation is given in Figure 6.1.2.
The basic engine control system operation is through the interaction
of the Electrical (ECU, Figure 6.1.3), and Nydromechanical (HMU)
control units. In general, the HMU provides for gas generator speed
control and rapid response to power demand. The ECU trims the HMU
to satisfy the requirements of the load so as to maintain rotor speed.
The Load Demand Spindle (LDS) is a function of collective pitch
setting and provides compensation to reduce rotor transient droop.
Any steady state errors resulting from inconsistent collective
positioning are trimmed by the ECU. In the simulation, this is
tri_nmed by the difference between actual gas generator speed (from
steady performance data and that resulting from the collective setting).
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In general, isochronous governing of the rotor speed is maintained
by developing an error relative to the reference speed and
commanding more or less power to stabilize at the required speed.
Basically, this process involves the speed error demanding a
change in gas generator speed (NGG) via the shaping of the ECU
electrical network, Figure 6.1.3. This signal is summed with
the LDS input in the HMU, ana compared with the actual gas generator
speed. The subsequent error, commands changes in fuel flow
leading to a higher or lower gas turbine speed and changes in
the gas flow. This in turn provides increased or decreased power
at the driveshaft from the power turbine. In the simulation, torque
output from one engine (Qpt) is derived from three sources. From
direct changes 'in fuel flow, from changes in gas generator speed
and as a result of changes in power turbine speed. These increments
are summed to obtain a total change in engine torque from trim and
subsequently factored by the number of operating engines and
engine/rotor gearing ratio, to obtain engine torque output to
the rotor shaft.
The interface with the main program is presented on Figures 6.1.1
and 6.1.2. The rotor can be visualized in simple terms as a
damper responding to changes in rotor speed. However, the significant
effect of the rotor relates to the changes in torque loading
as a result of control inputs and changing states. Rotor shaft
accelerations result from torque differences in output from the
power turbine and torque required by the rotor. The simulation is
initialized at trim such that the rotor is at the input speed and
_Q=O. A clutch is modelled, Figure 6.1.4, which will disengage
the rotor from the engine at a zero rotor torque level. When Gen
Hel is being executed in combination with the engine, total engine
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QMR QHMR Ib FT
NGG GGRPM % RPM
(NGG)TRIM GGSS % RPM
NE NETOT -
NGGLDs NGGLDS % RPM
LDS CAM LDS DEG
XC XC/=C % COLL




Total _orque required at trim,
Filtered torque required by the
main rotor.
Factor to account for tail rotor
torque plus losses
Actual rotor torque required.
Gas generator speed
Gas generator speed at trim.
Number Qf engines,
Load demand spindle output.
Load demand spindle rotation.
Collective stick position.
Synchronized LDS output at trim.
Total fuel flow.
Power turbine reference
speed, RPM. (Set by sync with
















100% power turbine speed
LDS incremental input from trim.
Power turbine speed error,
Actual power turbine speed.
Filtered Rotor Torque





































































ECU dead band definition
ECU logic variables
ECU gain constants
Demanded change in G.G.
reference speed.
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5.6,4 (Cont'd.)
NOTATION FOR THE ENGINE/FUEL CONTROL MODULE
SYMBOL
USED IN PROGPJ_M
EQUATIONS MNEMONIC UNITS DESCRIPTION
M 21 Itl(V. S
LDSEI % RPM
NGGE GGRPME % RPM
TNG G TNGG SEC.
/_ Wf FUEL "LB/HR
Wf' ACT WF LB/HR
P3 P.3D
Tp3 TP3 SEC.
WEf f INCWf LB/HR
TMV TMV SEC.
A QGG GGQD ,. LB/FT



























Increment in LOS output
from trim.
G.G. speed error.
SPD servo time constant
Incremental fuel flow demanded
Actual metered increment
in fuel flow.
Change in compressor discharge
pressure.
Lag in fuel feedback loop.
Compensated demand in fuel flow
Fuel metering valve time constant
Gas generator accelerating torque
Incremental change in gas
generator speed.
Conversion factor.
Inertia of G.G. rotor.








Incremental P.l. Speed From Ref.
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Rotor speed relative to trim.
Inertia upstream of clutch
Inerta downstream of clutch
less blades
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This generalized representation consists of a landing gear
force reaction model complete with all necessary space/body
geometry calculations to track a free helicopter landing onto
a level ground plane. The landing gear is represented by
separate non-linear tire and strut dynamic characteristics as
shown in Figure 7.1.1. Tire in-ground-plane loads are developed
as a non-linear function of the tire deflection and normal
load. These forces are adjusted depending on the friction
criteria which determines tire skid characteristics at the
deck surface. Finally, strut loads are summed with other
external forces and moments at the helicopter CG.
Axes Systems. Two axes systems are used in this landing
interface module as shown in Figure 7.1.2. All landing gear
forces and moments are formulated in axes parallel to the
primary body axes system passing through the CG. The space
axes system of which the ground plane is set at WLFD is used
to determine the landing gear proximity to the ground. Inplane
friction forces are checked in the space axes system.
Landing gear geometry. In the equations defining the geometry
of the landing gear, Figure 7.1.3; It is assumed that the
strut moves along the line parallel to the helicopter Z axis.
No account is taken of drag linkage constraints which cause
the axle to move in an arc in the X-Z plane. This geometry
together with the Gen Hel calculated position of the helicopter
C.G. position in space;is used to establish the location of
the tire, axle reference and gear reference points for each
gear in space axes. These coordinates are used later to
determine the proximity of tire contact and subsequent tire
and strut deflections.
Determination of tire contact, The determination of tire
contact, for an arbitrary orientation of the helicopter relies
on establishing the length of a normal line from the ground
plane to the axle reference position. When the distance along
the gear line becomes less than the tire radius, contact has
occurred. Subsequently, this difference is defined as radial
tire deflection. In practice tire contact can occur at any
point on the width of the tire. In the model the contact
point is assumed to be at the center of the tire tre_d, irrespective
of the distortion resulting from radial or axial loading.
-._. _ __._- -_ _'- _-- _--.m_ _s,__=---_ W-
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Determination of tire inplane deflections and loads. In order
to establish the degree of inplane deflection and corresponding
loading on the tire, it is necessary to track the intersection
of the landing gear line relative to the ground plane. Essentially
two equations of the gear line, (each projected into a two
dimensional plane) are solved for the intersection coordinates
with the ground plane. When contact for an individual tire is
established, the point of intersection is retained and on
subsequent iterations through the program, tire deflection is
determined by comparing the new and old gear line intersections.
The coordinates of the initial contact are retained until the
tire leaves the ground or is modified by the tire slipping.
The latter aspect is discussed later. Following the transformation
of the "oLeflections in to helicopter body axes, the three
componeBts of deflection at each'tire are usea to enter the
"tire characteristics data file," to obtain the three components
of tire force.
Determination of tire contact conditions. Following the
determination of tire forces from the helicopter/ground plane
relative motion, a test of the ability of the inplane friction
forces to resist the applied forces, without slipping, must be
established. The tire forces obtained in helicopter axes must
be transferred to the ground plane for the friction check.
Classical friction considerations provide for a coefficient of
static friction and a coefficient for sliding friction. In
the former case (when brakes are set), the maximum amount of
inplane load which can be resisted without slipping, is proportional
to the coefficient of friction and the normal loading. When
this level is exceeded, motion will result. Then the force
resisting the motion will depend on a reduced (sliding) coefficient
of friction and the normal force. In practice, there is a
smooth transistion between the two conditions. However, the
model assumes a discrete change. A further assumption is that
the test for frictional loads in the model assumes that X and
Y inplane components can be tested separately. In practice,
the resultant force determines slip conditions. This latter
assumption was made to simplify the model and facilitate the
introduction of brakes. When the brakes are activated, it is
assumed that the wheels are locked. For brakes off, a very
low coefficient of friction is introduced into the tire X
direction. The wheel degree of freedom is not currently
represented and therefore spin up (say on landing) inertia
loads are not calculated. If slip is not occurring, calculated
tire forces are passed unchanged. If slippage is occurring,
the inplane forces are set to the value for sliding friction.
5.7-3
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Reinitialization of the original tire contact point as a
result of slippage. Under conditions of no-slip the tire
In_'-planedeflection is developed from consecutive calculations
of t'le gear line intersection with the ground plane. During
slip conditions, the contact point for the tire moves and the
initialization of the gear-line intersection must be revised
to reflect the tire movement and establish a new value for the
contact point to be used on the next pass through the program.
Acceleration of the landing _ear strut. Under steady conditions,
the loads transferred to the airframe by the strut will be
equal to the tire reactions. Howeve,-, under transient conditions,
the acceleration of the unsprung mass can modify the loading.
Under light loading condition (where a significant portion of
helicopter weight isreacted by the rotor), the strut operates
in a preload range. Under these conditions, where tire reaction
load is less than the strut preload setting, tire loads are
transferred to the airframe with zero strut deflection. Once
the preload setting is exceeded, the strut (unsprung mass) is
accelerated depending on its own dynamic characteristics, the
tire applied loads and the unsprung mass. Note that logic
precludes the equation flow reverting back to the preload mode
until the natural transient provides a zero strut deflection
condition. The strut is assumed to have velocity squared
damping and an isothermal air spring. A software switch is
provided which allows bypassing the strut calculation. Finally,
the strut loads are transferred to the helicopter CG for
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Helicopter center of gravity
position in space axes.
XSH0 SHO FT
YSHO SHO+I F'T
ZSH 0 SHO+2 F'F














Helicopter c.g. less rotor.
Fuse. stat. of nose g_ar strut.
Fuse. stat. of main gear strut.
Butt. star. of main gear strut
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AHBs] Defined in the
Motion Module
Position of freely extended
axles in body axes.
Nominal nose tire radius.
Nominal main tire radius.




















Nose tire reference position
in space axes under free
extension.
Right tire reference position
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Left tire reference position
in space axes under free
extension.
, Nose strut deflection
Right
Left
Nose axle referen(, position
in space axes.










Nose gear reference position
inspace axes
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Left gear reference position
in space axes
Height of ground plane.
I Normal distance from the ground
I plane to axle reference point for
nose, right and left gear ....
Direction cosines of gear
line.
Nose tire radial deflection.
Right tire radial deflection.
Left tire radial deflection.
Coefficients of gear line
equation projections in 2D
for the nose, right and left
landing gear.
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MNEMON IC UNITS DESCRIPTI ON
(XID)NG 0 IDNG FT
(YID)NGO IDNG+I FT
(ZID)NG 0 IDNG+2 FT
()¢ID)RGO IDRG FT
(YID)RGO IDRG+I FT
(ZID)RG 0 IDRG+2 FT


















Initial deck contact positions










Intersection of gear line with
deck plane in space axes for
the nose gear.
Intersection of gear line with
deck plane in space axez for
the right gear.
Intersection of gear line with








Tire deflections in the deck
plane for the nose gear.
Tire deflections in the deck
plane for the right gear.
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Tire deflections in the deck
plane for the left gear.
Tire deflections in helicopter
body axes for nose gear.
Tire deflection_ in helicopter
body axes for right gear.
Tire deflection in helicopter
body axes for left gear.




















Tire 3 component stiffness
coefficients - Note that these
can be replaced by loading maps.
Tire forces in helicopter































Tire forces in helicopter
body axes for the right gear.
Tire forces in helicopter
body axes for the left gear.
Main gear tire diameter
Nose gear tire diameter
Main gear tire pressure








































No, of tail gear wheels
No. of main gear wheels
Nose gear tire pressure
Nose gear rated tire pressure
Tire forces in the space axes but
aligned along helicopter X axis
for the nose gear,
Tire forces in the space axes but
aligned along helicopter X axis
for the right gear,
I Tire forces in the space axes but
I aligned along helicopter X axis
for the left gear.
o.
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NOTATION FOR GEN. HEL. LANDING SIMULATION
PROGRAM































Value of Kma brakes on.
Value of _.a brakes off.
Longitudinal tire coef. of friction.
Max. friction load that can
be sustained in the X direction°
Factor for sliding friction.
Max. friction load that can be
sustained in the Y direction.
Amount of tire deflection
sustained during slip conditions
in the X direction.
Amount of tire deflection
sustained during slip conditions
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Tire forces and moments at the
axle reference position,, nose
gear.
Tire forces and moments at the
axle reference position, right
gear.
Tire forces and moments at the
axle reference position, left
gear.
I Amount of slippage of gear



































( _ )LG DL.LG FT
(_ )NG DLNG FT
( _ )RG DLRG FT
(_ )LG DLLG FT
Amount of slippage of gear




Amount of slippage of gear




axle motion along strut
LB Nose gear strut preload.




Strut force transferred to




Unsprung mass of nose gear.













MNEMONIC UNITS _ DESCRIPTION
CNG
CMG
LB/(FT/SEC) 2 I Velocity squared damping for
LB/(FT/SEC) 2 I nose and main gear struts
..... RTRTT RTRTT FT/SEC
LFRTT LFRTT FT/SEC
CRGH CRGH LB/(FT/SEC) 2
CLGH CLGH LB/(FT/SEC) 2
CRGL CRGL LB/(FT/SEC) 2






























Velocity break points on
strut damping
Corresponding damping cuef.
of velocity squared damping
for the main gear.
Isothermal air spring coef. main gear.
Free extension of main gear.
Isothermal air spring coef. nose gear
Free extension of nose gear.
Gear forces and moment at
the gear reference positions-
nose gear.
Gear forces and moment at
the gear reference positions-
right gear.
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Gear forces and moment at
the gear reference positions-
left gear.
Total gear loads at the
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Ground Effect Module Equations
Module Input/Output Definition
Nomenclature


















This module simulates the effect of ground proximity on a
helicopter by modifying the main rotor downwash equation.
The modification factor was derived from Black Hawk hover-
power flight test results (Re_erence 5.8.6-I).
The modification factor is reduced as flight speed is increased
at constant height by a wake angle correction
It'is likely that recent and on-going research on this subject
(Reference 5.8.6-2) will lead eventually to an empirical model
describing the local rotor inflow velocity due to the hyper-
bolically shaped ground vortex and its image that has been
shown Le exist at low speeds. Unfortunately, sufficient data
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The part is square brackets [ ] is the ground proximity effect
(usually switched to 1 when _>5 x R), the rest of the equation
is as quoted in the main rotor downwash section.
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NOTATION FOR THE GROUND EFFECT MODULE


































Main rotor thrust coefficent
Main rotor uniform self induced
velocity
Thrus_ gain-for uniform downwash
r_in rotor radius
Laplace operator
Time constant for uniform
downwash calculation
:;eight of rotor hub above ground
Main rotor inflow (=/_Zs-DWo)
Total main rotor inflow
(:[/_Xs2 :/_ys 2 + _.,2 ]I/2)
Velocity in X direction, shaft axes
Velocity in Y direction, shaft axes
Velocity in Z direction, shaft axes
Waterline Station of Rotor Hub










NO separate input data is required. The parameters .]15 and
2/3 in equation 5.8.2-I, were empirically derived from data in
Reference 5.8.6-I which is pertinent to Black Hawk aircraft.










LTC Alan R. Todd to Mr. R. Merritt, Sikorsky Aircraft
Letter "Free hover performance" 22 October 1976
Sheridan & Wiesman "Aerodynamics of Helicopter Flight














5.9.1.1 Gust Front Geometry
5.9.1.2 Gust Selection Function
5.9.1.3 Gust Penetration Geometry
5.9.2 Gust Module Equations
5.9.3 Module Input/Output Definition
5.9.4 Nomenclature
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5.9 Gust Module
5.9.1 Description
This module produces local air velocities at all rotor-bl_de
segment positions and at the fuselage and empennage aerodynamic
centers, caused by various types of gusts. The input gusts may
be discrete or continuous.
The output velocities are calculated in the local axis_system
in which they are to. be used. Thus the fuselage and tail terms
are in body axes while those at the blade segments are in blade
flapped and lagged axes.
The discrete gusts are characterized by having a front line designating
the beginning of a disturbance, travelling through the atmosphere
at velocity V_u on a compass bearing 9_M (Figure 5.9.1.1). Behind
this front li_, the cha,ge in air velocity can assume a step or
rounded ramp or pulse shape, characterized by a magnitude VHGAM P
and rise-time Gu_T_ (Figure 5.9.1.2). Since the aircraft
is defined to b_ying initially at VvT_ on compass bearing _R O,
the gust front can sweep across the ai_d_aft (or be penetrated b_
the aircraft) from any direction and at any speed, by manipulating
the relative speeds and compass bearings.
The continuous gusts are represented by the Dryden Model. The
gust is assumed to be aligned with the aircraft heading such that
only longitudinal and vertical vectors are defined. This is a
necessary restriction, which avoids frequency shifts that would
invalidate the gust spectrum model. At aircraft trim speeds
greater than 50 ft/sec, a stationary gust field is traversed by
the aircraft; at trim speeds less than 50 ft/sec, the gust field
traverses the aircraft at 50 ft/sec. While the latter process
is not a very appealing artifice mathematically, it is necessary
in order to avoid unrealistic time lags in the gust definition
equations and flying the aircraft in a constant up or down-draught
at hover.
A penetration distance G (ft.) is defined which represents the
distance that the aircraft reference hub centrloid has penetrated
into the gust. Initially the gust front is assumed to be close
to the edge of the rotor disk in the upwind direction.
A rearward approaching gust is not possible without further
manipulation of the model. The propagation rate of the gust field
across the rotor is defined by VF_n which then allows the penetra-





For the discrete gusts GPRi_ is ini_roduced expl: -_v into the
profile equaticns and the gu'st increment can b _.d
directly. However, for the continuous gust c_ " a table
of gust values, determined at fixed time (dista ! ,ntervals,
(TABINK) are available. These data are obtained by passing
independent, Gaussian, unit R.M'.S.noise signals, produced by
passing uniformly distributed white noise through the inverse
Gaussian distribution function (Reference 5.9.6-2), through the
Dryden filters. The assumption is made that perturbations in
speed and heading are small enough such that the time constants
in the gust functions can be considered constant, and that data
can be loaded into the tables at fixed displace._ent intervals.
These assumptions are consistent with the frequency/airspeed
contraints of the Dryden Model application.
The gust velocities generated by either discrete or continuous
functions, are in an axi.s set defined by the horizontal gust
front. Three transformation matrices are required to orient
into the blade axes and one for the body axes. These velocities
are added to the other local velocities at the various stations.
The vertical gust component contributes to the total inflow of
the main rotor. Because a basically uniform inflow is assumed
in the Gen Hel rotor simulation, thR change in inflow can be
sin_ulated by adding a representative velocity over the whole
disc. The division of the blade into segments in Gen Hel is
such as to give equal areas of swept annuli, making it possible
to take a simple mean as the representative velocity of the
additional inflow. Following the transformation of the z-direction
component from space to (through body ) shaft axes, the mean
incremental velocity (VGAVMR) can be added to the downwash
equation to compensate the total inflow.
The gust velocity at the fuselage is assumed to be the same
value experienced at the rotor hub. The empennage velocities are
based on the hub velocity with an approximate time delay to
account for the penetration oF the specific component.
This model of gust penetration may be criticized on the grounds
that the point fuselage airload used is not consistent with
the detailed penetration of the rotor blades. Fixed wing simulations
commonly overcome the distribution problem by introducing correlated
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5.9.1 Description (Continued)
It is felt that the separation of the tail used here, accounts for a
sufficiently large portion of the non-rotor component gust distri-
bution effects and that further terms (for which there are little
if any data) are unnecessary. In the same vein it is sufficiently
accurate (and convenient in the implementation) to assume the
aerodynamic center of the fuselage to be at the c.g.
Discrete lateral gusts may be handled by orientation of _w_
However, the continuous gust case is invalidated by using amy
value other than zero for _w' due to apparent frequency shifts
in the gust spectrum.
SA 29 AI_¥. G
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Table Initial Dead Space
Fuse. Station for T.R. Hub
Fuse. Station for T.R. Hub
Radius of Main Rotor
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Table of Horizontal Velocities








Penetration of Any Blade
Segment
Max Number of Table Locations
Max Distance in the Tables
Horizontal Gust Velocity
Vertical Gust Velocity
Discrete Gust Profile Amp-
litude Functions



















































Rotor to CG Offset
Fuselage Station for C.G.
Euselage Stations for Main
Rotor
Gust Penetration of C.G.
Airframe PitcilAttitude
Airframe Roll Attitude
Long. Rotor Shaft Incidence




Horizontal Gust Vel. from
Table
Vertical Gust Vel. from
Table
Three Component Gust Velocities
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)ence_ Components at the










































Uniform Component of Down-
Wash





Number of Rotor Blades
Number of Segments/Blade
) Horizontal and Veritcal Com-
) ponents of Gust Velocity at
) the Fuse C.G.
Components of Gust Velocity
























Components of Gust Velocity
at the Horizontal Tail,
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5.9.5 Data
The only data of concern here are the continous gust power
spectrum parameters. All other data is defined elsewhere in
Gen Hel or is arbitrary (e.g. VHGAM P and GHDIS describing a
discrete gust).
The following values are taken from Reference 5.9.6-I:
Altitude Altitude
(h)_1750 ft (h)>1750 ft
Lu 1750 .. 145 hI/3
Lw 1750 h
_'u _ _-w
(For lateral gusts, ¢rv =or u and Lv = Lu. )
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5.9.6 References
l •
"BacKground Information and User Guide for MIL-F-8785B(ASG),"
"Military Specification - Flying qualities of Piloted
Airplanes", AFFDL-TR-69-72, C. R. Chalk, et. al.,
August 1969.
6
"Modeling Turbulence for Flight Simulation at NASA-Ames",




















Black Hawk Input Data
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The force_ ano moments derived from the various simulated
components of the aircraft are summed to develop the total
external forces and moments at the airframe center of gravity
in body axes, Figure lO.l.l. Introduced at this point, for
convenience, are the gyroscopic moments resulting from rotating
components. These equations are set up to cover any number of
items of rotating mass aligned with the three body axes. The
total external forces and moments are introduced into the
general equations of motion from wh1_ch the 6 components of
acceleration are solved. It will be seen by comparing
with those on page ll6 of Reference lO.6.1, that certain
small terms have been eliminated. It should be noted that
these are theequations of the aircraft less rotor blades,
(which have their own degrees of freedom) and the appropriate
mass is used. In order to obtain stable solutions under all
operational c_nditions it is recommended that some velocity
prediction technique be used in the determination of the body
axes velocities_as presented. It should also be noted that
since the p and r equation are coupled, they should be solved
simultaneously as written. The Euler angular rate equations
are given, followed by the body to space velocity axes transfor-
mation. Large angles are assumed.
The three component equations of motion for any specified
point on the helicopter are presented in general form basically
for output. However, lateral acceleration isled back to the
control system. It is recommend that at least two entries to
these equations be provided to cover subsequent analyst require-












Xb' Yb' Zb Body Axes System. Origin at the
Center of Gravity. X Axis Parallel
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j+y.+]"2_' = _ -'
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Total external force acting at
the fuselage c.g. along the X Y
and Z axes respectively
Total external moments acting about










































Rotation inertia about the X, Y and
Z axes respectively.
Rotational speed of components.
Gyroscopic effects. Total
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LB Aircraft gross weight
SLUGS FT2 Inertia about body X-axis
SLUGS FT2 Inertia about body Y-axis
SLUGS FT2 Inertia about body Z-axis





















Weight of the body
Fuselage station of the body c.g.
Waterline station of the body c.g.




Angular accel, about X-axis
Angular accel, about Y-axis


























Angular rate about X-axis
Angular rate about Y-axis
































Angular rate about X-axis
Angular rate about Y-axis
























Body to space axes transformation
matrix.
Velocity to the north
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5.10.4 NOTATION FOR THE HELICOPTER MOTION MODULE
SYMBOL
USED IN PROGRAM


































Body Axes load factors
KNOTS Velocity in X-Z plane












Fuselage station of point of interest
Waterline station of point of interest




Point #1 accel, along X-axis
Point #1 accel, along Y-axis
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6.0 DEFINITION OF THE BLACK HAWK COCKPIT
CONTENTS'
6.1 Overal I Cockpit Arrangement
6.2 Pilot's Primary Controls
6.3 Control Range Characteristics
















UH-6A BLACK HAWK Cockpit
Cockpit Component Identl flcation
Cockpit Co,_oonent Identification (Cont'd.)
Cockpi t Geometric Definition
Cockpit Geometric Definition (Cont'd)
Cockpit Geometric Definition (Cont'd)
Upper Console Panel Assembly




BLACK HAWK Angular Control Motions and Displacements
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6.0 DEFINITION OF THE BLACK HAWK COCKPIT
6.1 Overall Cockpit Arrangement
The overall layout of the cockpit environment is shown on the
photograph, Figure l.l. This general view is supported by
identification of cockpit components on Figures 1.2a and 1.2b.
The cockpit geometric definition_relating to the pilot's seat,
controls and instrumentation, is presented on Figures 1.3_,
1.3b and 1.3c as 3-view general arrangement drawings. Diagrams
defining the upper and lower consoles are shown on Figures 1.4
and 1.5 respectively. The most significant items are the switching
functions on the upper console and the Stabilator/Auto Flight
Control Panel on the lower console. The flight instrument panel





A diagram of the pilot's cyclic s¢ick grip is presented on Figure
2.1. The grip incorporates the following functions of significance:
Stick tri,_- provides for lateral and longitudinal stick
trim at I/2"/sec.
Trim release - while depressed the force system is deactivated
leaving a limp stick.
A diagram of the pilot's collective stick grip is presented on
Figure 2.2. A friction device on the pilot's lever can be turned
to adjust the amount of friction and prevent the collective stick
from creepitig.
Control Range Characteristics
The control motion, both in terms of control displacement in inches
of travel and angular sweep are presented on Figure 3.1. Also
provided are the corresponding angular outputs at the rotor head.
Control Force Feel Characteristics
The control forces, gradients and breakouts for the primary controls
are givee on Figure 4.1. The values presented were derived from
measurements at the 50% control position.
More detailed information concerning all aspects of the cockpit may





I. Black Hawk Pilot Manual TM55-1520-237-I0
2. Black Hawk MOS 35K Avionics Mechanics Manual
3. Black Hawk Fault Isolation Manual TM55-1520-237-MTF
4. Black Hawk Simulation Fligh_ Training System Device 203B.





/UH-60A BLACK HAWK COCKPIT
FIGURE 6.I.I
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2 NO. 2 ENGtNE fUEL E[LEC'TOR L[VI[R
3 NO. 2 ENGINE OIf #! EKE T.;tANQ_E
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7 INSTRUMF.NT PANIJ,,
I ASH TRAY
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tO '_l_tAT
11 MAP/OATA CASE
12 PARKING URAKE LEVER
|3 STAN_IIY (M,'_U_I:r_C) COf.'tPASS
_4 NO. 1 r._GINE P_,W[._ CONTRQt. LL'Y[I_
FIGURE 6.1.2(a)
|S _. | ENG|N[ Qt'T#I_IR_;T.HANOLE
|7 FREE.AIR TI_'lPKl_Ati)_. _AGIF
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\
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* Breakout (Trim On) = Detent + Friction (Trim Off)
All Values Measured From 50% Control Position
_TGURE 6.4.1
6.17
-mmmmmmm
PA_t*
I
NOMINAL
TRIM ON
FMAX
3.65 lb.
5.0 Ib,
23.2 lb.
(24.7 Ib
